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Aspahlt	6:	Adrenaline	HD	is	one	of	the	most	popular	racing	games	that	we	have	today	and	now,	it	comes	with	this	improved	version	so	we	can	have	more	fun	with	it.	Aspahlt	6:	Adrenaline	HD	offers	us	55	different	tests,	in	a	huge	amount	of	sceneries	and	with	a	really	big	number	of	cars	and	motorbike	to	our	disposal.	You	will	be	able	to	choose	the	best
car	for	each	of	the	races	in	which	you	have	to	run;	get	the	best	vehicles	and	win	all	the	races	that	the	game	offers	you.	Aspahlt	6:	Adrenaline	HD	has	also	different	game	modes	amongst	which	we	can	find	the	multiplayer	mode	or	even	the	automatic	mode.	We	will	be	able	to	race	in	tracks	with	up	to	6	different	players	so	we	always	find	different
players	to	race	against.	The	graphics	of	Aspahlt	6:	Adrenaline	HD	are	some	of	the	best	ones	we	have	never	seen	before	as	they	get	to	recreate	all	the	details	of	the	tracks	in	which	we	run	as	well	as	the	speed	feeling.	If	you	like	the	car	races,	you	do	not	have	to	doubt	it	anymore	and	you	have	to	download	Aspahlt	6:	Adrenaline	HD	in	your	Android;	it	will
offer	you	a	lot	of	fun	at	any	moment	in	which	you	need	it.	Feel	the	thrill	of	arcade	racing	like	never	before	in	the	newest	adrenaline-pumping	game	of	the	Asphalt	series.	BUILD	YOUR	DREAM	COLLECTIONDiscover	42	cars	and	bikes	from	Ferrari,	Lamborghini,	Aston	Martin,	Ducati	and	other	world-class	manufacturers.	Collect	them	in	your	own	3D
garage.RACE	YOUR	FRIENDSYou	can	even	take	on	friends	in	Online	and	Local	Multiplayer	mode	for	up	to	6	racers.	Climb	the	online	leaderboard	to	be	the	best	in	the	world!LEAVE	THE	WORLD	IN	YOUR	DUSTThese	street	speed	races	will	have	you	tearing	up	city	streets	in	L.A.,	Tokyo,	the	Bahamas	and	more.	Each	location	is	rendered	in	beautiful
HD	graphics.CHALLENGE	THE	BESTDon’t	take	your	eyes	off	the	road	for	a	second,	because	you’ll	be	driving	against	tough	opponents	in	11	different	leagues	and	55	events.	TUNED	TO	PERFECTIONTake	advantage	of	numerous	tuning	options	to	help	your	vehicles	reach	peak	performance	on	any	track.	You	can	even	customize	your	vehicles	with
decals	to	give	them	your	own	style.Visit	our	homepage	at	www.gameloft.com.Follow	us	on	Twitter	at	or	like	us	on	Facebook	at	to	get	more	info	about	all	our	upcoming	titles.Check	out	our	videos	and	game	trailers	on	www.youtube.com/gameloft.	Discover	our	blog	at	for	the	inside	scoop	on	everything	Gameloft.Contact	us	at	[email	protected]	for	any
problems	you	may	have	with	this	application.Certain	apps	allow	you	to	purchase	virtual	items	within	the	app	and	may	contain	third	party	advertisements	that	may	redirect	you	to	a	third	party	site.Terms	of	use	:	Write	external	storage	Allows	to	write	to	external	storage	such	as	SD	card.	Wake	lock	Allows	using	PowerManager	WakeLocks	to	keep
processor	from	sleeping	or	screen	from	dimming.	Access	network	state	Allows	to	access	information	about	networks.	Internet	Allows	to	access	internet	network.	Access	wifi	state	Allows	to	access	information	about	Wi-Fi	networks.	Change	wifi	state	Allows	to	change	Wi-Fi	connectivity	state.	Change	network	state	Allows	to	change	network	connectivity
state.	Read	phone	state	Allows	read	only	access	to	phone	state.	com.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSE	App	customer	permission.	com.android.vending.BILLING	App	customer	permission.	com.gameloft.android.ANMP.GloftA6HP.permission.C2D_MESSAGE	App	customer	permission.	com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE	App	customer
permission.	Get	accounts	Allows	access	to	the	list	of	accounts	in	the	Accounts	Service.	Use	credentials	Allows	to	request	authtokens	from	the	AccountManager.	Vibrate	Allows	access	to	the	vibrator.	Receive	boot	completed	Allows	to	receive	the	boot	completed	notification	that	is	broadcast	after	the	system	finishes	booting.	Read	external	storage
Allows	to	read	from	external	storage	such	as	SD	card.	Asphalt	6:	Adrenaline	is	the	sequel	to	Asphalt	5,	one	of	the	racing	games	most	popular	for	Android.	Excellent	graphics,	speed	and	a	garage	full	of	cars	and	motorbikes	to	choose	are	the	protagonists	of	Asphalt	6:	Adrenaline.	You'll	be	able	to	compete	in	55	different	tests	with	your	Ferrari	or	your
Ducati,	personalizándolos	to	your	liking.	There	are	several	available	modes,	among	which	stands	out	the	multiplayer;	up	to	six	players	can	participate	in	online	races	through	the	streets	of	Tokyo,	or	Los	Angeles.	In	the	technical	section,	highlights	the	high	definition	graphics,	as	well	as	a	gameplay	very	accomplished	and	adjustable	thanks	to	the
calibration	options.	If	you	like	racing	games	and	you	have	an	Android,	Asphalt	6:	Adrenaline	is	a	good	option.	Note	about	Asphalt	6:	Adrenaline	Press	the	Download	button	to	access	Google	Play	and	download	the	app	to	your	Android	Asphalt	6:	Adrenaline	-	racing	for	Android	I	suggest	you	create	collection	of	your	dreams	!	Collect	them	in	your	own
garage	that	you	can	explore	using	the	gyroscope.	The	goal	of	the	game	is	to	collect	all	42	available	vehicle	such	automakers	as	Ferrari,	Lamborghini,	Porsche,	Audi,	BMW	and	many	other	brands,	as	well	as	motorcycle	manufacturer	Ducati.	And	to	get	them	you	have	to	compete	with	other	racers,	with	the	security	of	your	car	against	the	machine
opponent!	If	you	lose,	the	enemy	will	take	your	car	or	motorbike	and	you	will	be	left	with	nothing,	or	rather	with	his	other	cars,	but	this	will	lose.	Well,	if	you	win	-	enrich	your	collection	with	a	new	exhibit!	To	your	vehicle	to	have	better	and	stronger	all	the	necessary	tuning.	Upgrade	your	engine,	put	the	accelerator,	and	your	car	will	be	king	of	the
road.	In	addition,	you	have	an	opportunity	to	use	the	stickers	to	give	the	car	an	individual	style.	Win	11	leagues	and	55	competitions	in	the	streets	of	Los	Angeles,	Tokyo,	the	Harsh	Alps	and	the	Bahamas!	Play	locally	or	via	the	Internet	or	in	multiplayer	up	to	6	players!	Download	this	game	for	free	from	our	website	or	purchase	in	google	play!								
Race	the	world.	Feel	the	adrenaline.									Feel	the	thrill	of	arcade	racing	like	never	before	in	the	newest	adrenaline-pumping	game	of	the	Asphalt	series.									BUILD	YOUR	DREAM	COLLECTION									Discover	42	cars	and	bikes	from	Ferrari,	Lamborghini,	Aston	Martin,	Ducati	and	other	world-class	manufacturers.	Collect	them	in	your	own	3D	garage.
								RACE	YOUR	FRIENDS									You	can	even	take	on	friends	in	Online	and	Local	Multiplayer	mode	for	up	to	6	racers.	Climb	the	online	leaderboard	to	be	the	best	in	the	world!									LEAVE	THE	WORLD	IN	YOUR	DUST									These	street	speed	races	will	have	you	tearing	up	city	streets	in	L.A.,	Tokyo,	the	Bahamas	and	more.	Each	location	is	rendered
in	beautiful	HD	graphics.									CHALLENGE	THE	BEST									Don’t	take	your	eyes	off	the	road	for	a	second,	because	you’ll	be	driving	against	tough	opponents	in	11	different	leagues	and	55	events.									TUNED	TO	PERFECTION									Take	advantage	of	numerous	tuning	options	to	help	your	vehicles	reach	peak	performance	on	any	track.	You	can	even
customize	your	vehicles	with	decals	to	give	them	your	own	style.									Data:	sdcard/Android/data/com.gameloft.android.ANMP.GloftA6HP	Asphalt	6:	Adrenaline	HD	Screenshots:	Page	2	Modern	Combat	5:	Blackout	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-10-31	0	Proud	to	be	“App	Store's	Best	of	2014”	in	28	countries!	*IMPORTANT*	Modern	Combat	5	requires	an	iPad	2
(or	newer),	iPhone	4s	(or	newer),	or	iPod	touch	5th	Generation.	An	Internet	connection	is	requ	Down	12278	times0	Collection	DEAD	EYES	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-10-31	0	*The	game	will	need	internet	connection	at	the	very	first	launch	(5-10	seconds)	to	download	data.	-Unknown	crashes	on	iPad	2,	iPad	mini,	iPod	5th	gen,	iPhone4S-	we'd	ask	you	to	get
refunded	if	you	h	Down	2127	times0	Collection	FIFA	16	Ultimate	Team	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-10-31	0	Play	beautiful	with	a	newer,	better,	and	faster	FIFA	experience	on	mobile!	FIFA	16	Ultimate	Team	lets	you	celebrate	every	awesome	attack,	nail-biting	goal,	and	powerful	win	like	never	before	with	cons	Down	65547	times0	Collection	1Password	for
iPhone/iPad	2015-10-31	0	Apple's	App	Store	Best	of	2014!	Have	you	ever	forgotten	a	password?	Do	you	reuse	passwords?	1Password	creates	strong,	unique	passwords	for	every	site,	remembers	them	all	for	you,	and	logs	you	in	wit	Down	4017	times0	Collection	Gangstar	Vegas	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-10-31	4	Roll	up	on	a	dangerous	new	trip	through	the
City	of	Sin	in	the	latest	episode	of	the	acclaimed	open-world	action	series!	WELCOME	TO	OUTRAGEOUS	VEGAS	√	Play	as	a	mixed	martial	arts	fighter	in	a	BLOC	Down	43418	times1	Collection	Sudoku	+	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-10-31	0	▻Sudoku	is	Sudoku	with	Point	System,	Runs,	and	Online	Leaderboards.	Discover	the	next	evolution	of	Sudoku	with
amazing	graphics,	animations,	and	ease	of	use.	This	is	a	Sudoku	like	one	you	have	n	Down	1305	times0	Collection	Bad	Piggies	for	iPhone	2015-10-31	0	From	the	creators	of	Angry	Birds:	an	all	new	game	from	the	PIGS’	point	of	view!	Create	the	ultimate	flying/crawling/rolling/spinning/crashing	device	and	pilot	the	pigs	safely	to	the	eggs!	The	Bad
Down	7484	times0	Collection	Angry	Birds	Seasons	for	iPhone	2015-10-31	0	Angry	Birds	Seasons	is	5	years	old!	We’re	celebrating	with	a	spooky	new	episode,	and	a	huge	new	update	that	makes	Seasons	totally	free	to	download!	Join	the	Angry	Birds	as	they	celebrate	unique	seas	Down	9020	times0	Collection	Ire:Blood	Memory	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-05-
28	0	Tenbirds	is	an	independent	game	development	studio.	Ire,	inspired	by	hardcore	Japanese	A/RPGs,	is	our	first	game.	“As	the	sun	sets	upon	prosperity,	memory	will	fall	Nightmare	will	raze	the	realms	Down	1117	times0	Collection	Subway	Surfers	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-05-28	161	Presented	by	Kiloo	Games	and	Sybo	Games.	DASH	as	fast	as	you	can!
DODGE	the	oncoming	trains!	Help	Jake,	Tricky	&	Fresh	escape	from	the	grumpy	Inspector	and	his	Pitbull	dog.	★	Grind	trains	with	yo	Down	1108908	times3	Collection	Assassin's	Creed	Identity	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-21	0	***	ASSASSIN'S	CREED	IDENTITY	is	the	first	Assassin's	Creed	action	RPG	game	for	iPad	and	iPhone	that	lets	you	create,
develop	and	customize	your	own	Assassins	and	play	as	them	in	one	of	the	greatest	c	Down	44751	times0	Collection	WWE	2K	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-21	0	***NOTE:	Compatible	with	iPad	Air	2,	iPad	Air,	iPad	Mini	3,	iPad	Mini	2,	iPad	4,	iPad3,	iPhone	5S,	iPhone	5C,	iPhone	5,	iPhone6	and	iPhone6	Plus	-	This	game	will	NOT	Run	on	earlier	devices
including	Down	77430	times0	Collection	Angry	Birds	Epic	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-20	0	PLEASE	NOTE:	iPod	Touch	4th	generation	devices	are	currently	not	supported.	Get	ready	for	a	bird-tastic	FREE	RPG	adventure	filled	with	“weapons”	(whatever	they	could	get	ahold	of),	magic,	bad	guys	Down	6950	times0	Collection	Big	Hero	6:	Baymax	Blast	for
iPhone/iPad	2015-04-20	0	Experience	the	thrilling	story	of	Big	Hero	6	as	you	soar	through	the	streets	of	San	Fransokyo!	Collect	story	pages	and	clips	from	the	feature	film,	unlock	character	bios	and	exclusive	background	infor	Down	3122	times0	Collection	Kingdom	Conquest	II	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-15	0	Kingdom	Conquest	II	is	an	epic	free-to-play
strategy	game	blending	the	best	of	card	battling,	strategy,	MMORPGs,	and	3D	action	to	deliver	an	addictive	fantasy	game.	Dominate	real	players	online.	Unit	Down	1069	times0	Collection	Nightmare	Guardians	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-15	0	ave	the	world	from	the	waves	of	nightmares	invading	our	dreams!	Nightmare	Guardians	combines	intense	real-
time	action	with	the	tactical	decision-making	of	tower	defense	games	to	create	an	all-new	adve	Down	1438	times0	Collection	MARVEL	Future	Fight	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-15	0	S.H.I.E.L.D.	Director	Nick	Fury	sends	a	dire	message	from	the	future:	multiple	dimensions	have	collided	and	our	reality	is	shredding	apart!	You	must	gather	the	Marvel
Universe's	mightiest	Super	Heroe	Down	8447	times0	Collection	A	Day	In	The	Woods	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-15	0	Sneak	past	the	big	bad	wolf,	avoid	massive	spiders	and	distract	bears	to	solve	each	level	and	get	Little	Red	Riding	Hood	safely	to	Granny's	house.	In	A	Day	in	the	Woods	-	a	stylish	re-imagining	of	th	Down	794	times0	Collection	Family
Guy:	The	Quest	for	Stuff	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-15	0	After	another	epic	battle	with	the	giant	chicken,	Peter	Griffin	has	accidentally	destroyed	Quahog!	Play	for	FREE	and	rally	your	favorite	FG	characters	(even	Meg)	to	save	the	city	in	a	hilarious	new	ad	Down	2772	times0	Collection	Action	Movie	FX	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-15	14	ACTION	MOVIE	FX
lets	you	add	Hollywood	FX	to	iPhone	AND	iPad	movies	YOU	shoot!	Now	with	4	NEW	BLOCKBUSTER	SCI-FI	FX,	HD	Ready	versions	of	ALL	FX	and	amazing	NEW	iPAD	FEATURES	-	all	optimized	for	iPh	Down	32848	times1	Collection	Page	3	FIFA	15	Ultimate	Team	by	EA	SPORTS	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-10	0	FIFA	15	Ultimate	Team	features	over
10,000	players	from	over	500	licensed	teams.	Plus,	over	30	real	leagues	and	stadiums!	Build	a	dream	squad	of	footballers	and	put	them	to	the	test.	From	the	English	Down	39279	times0	Collection	Samurai	II:	Vengeance	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-10	0	Samurai	II:	Vengeance	enhanced	MADFINGER	Games	4th	anniversary	edition.	Madfinger	game
classic	polished	and	ready	to	rumble.	-==	Featured	in	the	Gorgeous	Games	by	Apple	!!!	==-	-==	"Samurai	II	is	a	Down	4160	times0	Collection	Zoidtrip	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-08	0	Is	it	a	squid?	Is	it	a	kite?	Is	it	a	triangle?	We	don't	know.	It	could	be	anything.	In	Zoidtrip	you	have	to	take	control	of	a	triangle-shaped	character	with	two	floppy	tails!
Your	goal	is	to	go	as	fa	Down	430	times0	Collection	SimCity	BuildIt	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-08	0	WELCOME	MAYOR!	We’re	glad	to	have	you	on	board.	Your	first	order	of	business	–	create	your	own	gorgeous,	unique	city	that	has	citizens	vying	to	move	in.	But	remember,	the	larger	your	city	gets,	the	Down	22474	times0	Collection	Maleficent	Free	Fall
for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-03	0	From	the	creators	of	Disney’s	#1	hit	game	Frozen	Free	Fall	comes	an	all-new	match	3	puzzle-adventure,	Maleficent	Free	Fall!	Inspired	by	Disney’s	epic	live-action	film	Maleficent,	you’ll	embark	on	a	Down	530	times0	Collection	Rival	Kingdoms:	Age	of	Ruin	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-03	0	DESTROY	your	rivals.	BUILD	your
Kingdom.	COMMAND	powerful	Ancients.	Explore	an	epic	FANTASY	world!	Revolutionary	300-player	RAIDS!	5/5	“Finally!	A	REAL	strategy	game!	So	addictive!”	5/5	“The	Anci	Down	847	times0	Collection	Spider-Man	Unlimited	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-03	0	ENTER	SANDMAN:	Now	featuring	the	arrival	of	Sandman	in	Issue	4!	Swing	into	a	hand-drawn,
action-packed	arcade	adventure	game	that	feels	like	it	came	straight	from	the	Marvel	comics!	Unite	every	her	Down	7273	times1	Collection	NBA	2K15	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-03	0	***NOTE:	Compatible	with	iPhone	5+,	iPad	4+,	iPad	mini	2+	-	WILL	NOT	RUN	ON	EARLIER	DEVICES***	The	NBA	2K	franchise	returns	with	NBA	2K15,	our	most	true-to-
life	NBA	experience	yet	on	mobile.	Featurin	Down	67119	times0	Collection	Cut	the	Rope	for	iPhone	2015-04-03	0	Cut	the	rope	to	feed	candy	to	little	monster	Om	Nom®!	250	million	downloads	around	the	world	of	this	phenomenal	puzzle	game.	350	levels	and	more	to	come!	A	mysterious	package	has	arrived,	and	the	Down	5910	times0	Collection
Despicable	Me:	Minion	Rush	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-03	0	Gru’s	loyal,	yellow,	gibberish-speaking	Minions	are	ready	for	their	toughest	challenge	in	Despicable	Me:	Minion	Rush.	Play	as	a	Minion	and	compete	with	others	in	hilarious,	fast-paced	challenges	in	o	Down	67455	times0	Collection	Smurfs'	Village	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-03	0	PLEASE	NOTE:
Smurfs'	Village	is	free	to	play,	but	charges	real	money	for	additional	in-app	content.	You	may	lock	out	the	ability	to	purchase	in-app	content	by	adjusting	your	device’s	settings.	----	Down	5149	times0	Collection	Evernote	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-04-03	0	Evernote	is	an	easy-to-use,	free	app	that	helps	you	remember	everything	across	all	of	the	devices	you
use.	Stay	organized,	save	your	ideas	and	improve	productivity.	Evernote	lets	you	take	notes,	captu	Down	2691	times0	Collection	Stormblades	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-29	0	Answer	the	call	of	the	sword!	For	centuries,	young	Warriors	have	sought	the	secrets	of	the	ruins	in	a	quest	to	prove	their	worth.	Journey	on	a	Warrior’s	rite	of	passage	and	fight	the
legendary	Keepe	Down	488	times0	Collection	Magenta	Arcade	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-29	0	MAGENTA	ARCADE	is	a	finger-based	top-down	shooter	brought	to	you	by	Long	Hat	House.	Become	a	god!	Your	finger	is	a	weapon,	but	also	your	greatest	weakness.	Know	when	to	touch	the	screen	to	attack	or	r	Down	217	times0	Collection	Goblin	Quest:
Escape!	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-29	0	Goblin	Quest:	Escape!	is	an	award-winning	action-packed	dungeon	crawler,	action-rpg	and	reverse	tower	defense	hybrid	from	BotBite	Industries.	•	As	a	weak	goblin	you	can’t	attack	your	enemies	b	Down	189	times0	Collection	Stan	Lee's	Hero	Command	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-29	0	Welcome	to	Stan	Lee’s	Hero
Command,	starring	Stan	Lee	himself	as	the	leader	of	Hero	Command.	Prepare	yourself	for	an	action	packed	thrill	ride	as	Stan	dispatches	missions	to	his	pantheon	of	heroes	in	Down	199	times0	Collection	Kingdom	Tales	2	for	iPhone	2015-03-27	0	Help	young	Finn	reunite	with	his	beloved	Princess	Dahla	in	this	exciting	time	management	adventure!
The	only	daughter	of	the	fair	King	Arnor,	Dahla	was	known	throughout	the	land	–	the	rising	sun	wa	Down	232	times0	Collection	SHADOWGUN	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-22	0									The	year	is	2350,	and	corrupt	integralactic	corporations	are	the	rule	of	law,	hiring	bounty	hunters	and	mercs	to	do	their	bidding.	The	best	of	the	best	are	known	as
SHADOWGUNS.																	SHADOWGUN	puts	Down	12882	times0	Collection	Bounden	for	iPhone	2015-03-20	0	A	whimsical	dancing	game	for	two	players,	with	choreography	by	the	Dutch	National	Ballet.	Twist	and	twirl	elegantly,	or	get	entangled	with	a	friend.	Holding	either	end	of	a	device,	you	tilt	the	devic	Down	566	times0	Collection	Bubble
Witch	2	Saga	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-19	0	From	the	makers	of	Candy	Crush	Saga,	Bubble	Witch	Saga	&	Farm	Heroes	Saga	comes	Bubble	Witch	2	Saga!	It's	Bubble	Bouncing	Magic	Stella	and	her	cats	need	your	help	to	fend	off	the	dark	spirits	that	a	Down	2258	times0	Collection	Page	4	Down	638	times0	Collection	Card	Crawl	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-
03-19	0	Card	Crawl	is	a	solitaire	style	Dungeon	Crawler	played	with	a	modified	deck	of	standard	cards.	Clear	the	Dungeon	of	54	cards	by	using	item-cards,	slaying	monsters	and	managing	your	limited	inventory	Down	257	times0	Collection	TuneIn	Radio	Pro	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-18	0	TuneIn	is	a	new	way	to	listen	to	music,	sports	and	news	from
every	corner	of	the	earth,	with	over	70,000	radio	stations	and	2	million	on-demand	programs.	The	Pro	version	of	this	service	lets	you	recor	Down	15664	times0	Collection	Angry	Birds	Rio	for	iPhone	2015-03-18	1	What	happens	when	everyone's	favorite	fierce	fowl	get	caged	and	shipped	to	Rio?	They	get	very	angry!	In	Angry	Birds	Rio,	the	original
Angry	Birds	are	kidnapped	and	taken	to	the	magical	city	of	Rio	de	Down	4069	times0	Collection	FINAL	FANTASY	IV	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-18	4	"FINAL	FANTASY	IV"	has	finally	come	to	the	iPhone/iPod	touch/iPad!	The	title	first	debuted	in	1991	as	the	fourth	installment	in	the	FINAL	FANTASY	series.	Wildly	popular	thanks	to	its	unique	character
Down	7137	times0	Collection	The	Witcher	Battle	Arena	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-16	0	NOTE	-	Minimum	requirements	are	as	follows:	iPhone	5	and	above,	iPad	3	and	above,	iPad	Mini	2	and	above.	The	game	is	NOT	supported	on	earlier	generations	or	iPod	Touch.	Looking	pretty	freaking	great	Down	847	times0	Collection	Angry	Birds	Under	Pigstruction
for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-16	0	The	Angry	Birds	are	back!	Join	your	favorite	feathered	heroes	on	an	all-new	adventure	as	they	storm	Piggy	Island	to	rescue	their	poor	eggs	(again)!	But	this	time	is	different	–	the	island	is	under	pi	Down	1551	times0	Collection	Game	of	Summoner	-	A	Song	of	Heroes	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-15	0	Highly	addictive	RPG
game	that	lets	you	battle	REAL	players	and	endless	quests	and	adventures!	A	Dark	force	is	rising,	you	are	a	Summoner	that	has	been	given	the	task	to	explore	the	land	of	Antalanz	Down	282	times0	Collection	The	Empty	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-15	0	The	Empty....	Nobody	can	be	on	an	object	that	was	created	to	be	empty	Why	are	you	determined	to
stay	in	the	empty?...They	will	not	let	you	stay	there	for	long…	You	will	not	be	able	to	resist	playi	Down	306	times0	Collection	Dungeon	Hunter	5	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-15	0	The	legendary	Dungeon	Hunter	series	returns	with	a	vengeance!	Play	the	most	intense	and	immersive	hack	‘n’	slash	game	ever	on	mobile!	After	stopping	the	demon	invasion	in
the	Kingdom	of	Valenthia,	Down	940	times0	Collection	Beast	Quest	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-15	0	An	evil	wizard	has	enchanted	the	magical	Beasts	of	Avantia	-	only	a	true	hero	can	free	the	Beasts	and	stop	them	from	destroying	the	land.	Are	you	the	hero	Avantia	has	been	waiting	for?	Embark	on	an	e	Down	937	times0	Collection	Marvel	Puzzle	Quest
for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-15	0	The	best	in	match-3	puzzle	gameplay	meets	Marvel’s	biggest	Super	Heroes	and	Super	Villains	in	the	most	epic	puzzle	adventure	game	out	on	your	phone	and	tablet!	Marvel	Puzzle	Quest	combines	your	favor	Down	329	times0	Collection	Hero	Sky	:	Epic	Guild	Wars	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-15	0	True	strategy	unfolds	as	you
meet	hundreds	of	REAL	HEROES	with	unique	skills.	Join	arms	with	your	friends	to	fight	in	spectacular	guild	wars	against	players	from	all	around	the	world!	Customize	yo	Down	723	times0	Collection	Temple	Run:	Oz	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-15	11	THE	MOST	THRILLING	RUNNING	EXPERIENCE	NOW	COMES	TO	THE	YELLOW	BRICK	ROAD!	Disney
and	Imangi	Studios	present	Temple	Run:	Oz	–	a	brand-new	endless	runner	inspired	by	Temple	Run	2	and	the	film	Oz	the	G	Down	24750	times0	Collection	MMX	Racing	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-03-15	0	THIS	IS	IT!	Your	chance	to	create	a	fire-breathing	Monster	Truck	and	race	it	head-to-head	over	spectacular	jump	filled	courses.	Experience	benchmark
graphics,	physics	and	adrenaline-filled	excitement	Down	1733	times0	Collection	Down	602	times0	Collection	Down	914	times0	Collection	Brothers	in	Arms	3:Sons	of	War	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-02-28	0	*IMPORTANT*	Brothers	In	Arms®	3:	Sons	of	War	requires	an	iPad	2	(or	newer),	iPhone	4s	(or	newer),	or	iPod	touch	5th	Generation.	The
internationally	acclaimed	WW2	series	returns	with	blood-pumpi	Down	3622	times0	Collection	Plants	vs.	Zombies	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-02-28	8	The	zombies	are	coming…	back.	It’s	about	time!	The	sequel	to	the	hit	action-strategy	adventure	with	over	30	Game	of	the	Year	awards	is	here.	Join	Crazy	Dave	on	a	crazy	adventure	where	you’ll	meet,	Down
10797	times0	Collection	Color	Splash	for	iPhone	2015-02-12	0									ColorSplash	lets	you	quickly	and	easily	give	photos	a	dramatic	look	by	converting	them	to	black	and	white,	while	keeping	your	chosen	details	in	color.	This	effect	draws	the	viewers'	attention	t	Down	5588	times0	Collection	Page	5	FX	Photo	Studio	for	iPhone	2015-02-12	1	Break	out
from	the	ordinary	and	get	creative.	FX	Photo	Studio	comes	packed	with	high-quality	filters	and	photo	effects	for	all	kinds	of	your	photos.	One	click	will	make	an	ordinary	snap	look	Vintage,	Down	4737	times0	Collection	Down	684	times0	Collection	Alien	Hive	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-02-11	0	Alien	Hive	is	all	about	evolving	aliens,	blending	match-3	with
sliding	tile	puzzles	for	a	game	that	feels	both	familiar	and	fresh.	Swipe	tiles	to	make	matches	–	combine	eggs	to	hatch	cute	baby	aliens	Down	564	times0	Collection	Instagram	for	iPhone	2015-02-11	3	Over	100	million	users	love	Instagram!	It's	a	free,	fun,	and	simple	way	to	make	and	share	gorgeous	photos	on	your	iPhone.	Pick	from	one	of	several
gorgeous	filtered	effects	or	tilt-shift	blur	to	brea	Down	66245	times0	Collection	CSR	Racing	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-02-11	33	Now	with	ONLINE	MULTIPLAYER	Race	your	dream	car	in	the	ultimate	test:	a	drag	race	along	deserted	city	streets.	CSR	Racing	combines	stunning,	high-fidelity	graphics	with	addictive	gameplay	and	stunni	Down	62931	times1



Collection	Angry	Birds	Go!	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-02-11	1	Welcome	to	downhill	racing	on	Piggy	Island!	Feel	the	rush	as	you	fling	those	freewheeling	birds	and	piggies	down	the	track	at	breakneck	speed	–	with	plenty	of	twists	and	turns	in	a	thrilling	race	to	Down	8115	times0	Collection	Angry	Gran	Run	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-02-11	0	Our	Angry	Gran	has
been	locked	away	in	the	Angry	Asylum,	she's	plotting	her	escape,	and	she	needs	YOU	to	guide	her	through	the	streets	once	she's	busted	out!	Run,	jump	and	slide	over	and	around	tons	Down	3248	times0	Collection	Real	Racing	3	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-02-04	4	Hyper-realistic.	Pure	fun.	And	FREE.	Real	Racing	3	sets	a	new	standard	for	mobile	racing
games	–	it	really	must	be	experienced	to	be	believed.	Trailblazing	new	features	include	officially	licensed	Down	19674	times0	Collection	Rail	Rush	for	iPhone	2015-02-04	0	Step	into	your	cart	and	begin	this	mine	exploring	frenzy!	Accelerate	through	these	insanely	fast	rails	while	tilting	and	swiping	to	avoid	the	obstacles.	Your	job	is	to	collect	precious
stones,	so	get	Down	3949	times0	Collection	Respawnables	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-02-04	0	Run,	shoot,	laugh	and	respawn!	Join	the	fun	with	this	trigger-happy,	action	packed,	third	person	shooter.	Play	Offline	or	Online	for	FREE	for	endless	hours	of	fun:	complete	challenges,	join	a	team	o	Down	5607	times0	Collection	Mini	Motor	Racing	for	iPhone	2015-
02-04	0	Start	your	engines!	The	most	vibrant,	super-charged	racing	game	you’ve	ever	seen	is	here!	Mini	Motor	Racing	plays	like	a	favorite	remote-controlled	car	showdown,	combined	with	modern	tech	to	nitro-b	Down	2508	times0	Collection	CSI:	Hidden	Crimes	for	iPhone/iPad	2015-01-20	0	Welcome	to	Fabulous	Las	Vegas!	You	are	now	D.B.	Russell’s
most	promising	CSI.	See	past	the	glam	of	Sin	City	to	find	clues,	analyze	evidence	&	solve	thrilling	cases!	CSI:	Hidden	Crimes	is	a	Hidden	Down	1006	times0	Collection	Down	505	times0	Collection	Bike	Rivals	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-30	0	Are	you	ready	to	play	the	greatest	motocross	game	ever?	Bike	Rivals	is	a	new	and	exciting	physics	based
motocross	game	from	Miniclip!	Be	the	most	intense,	competitive	and	quickest	rider	in	order	to	Down	1317	times0	Collection	Badass	Trial	Race	Free	Ride	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-30	0	Badass	Trial	Race	is	bringing	an	all	new	experience	to	the	widely	loved	genre	of	trial	racing.	Tight	control	over	your	bike	and	crazy	power	ups	will	having	you	flying	by
the	seat	of	your	pants	through	Down	999	times0	Collection	Avoid	It	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-30	0	The	ultimate	test	for	survival	has	just	begun!	There	is	no	safety.	Every	single	step	is	a	new	daring	maneuver	as	you	run,	jump	and	roll	through	the	hills	of	an	ancient	civilization,	featuring	a	varie	Down	495	times0	Collection	Ascension:	Chronicle	of	the
Godslaye	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-30	0	Ascension:	Chronicle	of	the	Godslayer,	is	the	first	officially	licensed	deck	building	card	game	for	iOS.	Play	alone	or	with	friends	to	battle	against	the	Fallen	One	for	honor	and	victory.	Conceived	an	Down	2079	times0	Collection	Ace	Fishing:	Wild	Catch	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-30	0	Journey	to	the	world's	most
beautiful	destinations	and	fish	for	real	in	paradise!	Jump	into	paradise	blue	and	experience	the	ultimate	3D	fishing	adventure!	This	game	is	free	to	play,	but	you	can	c	Down	2261	times0	Collection	A	Mechanical	Story	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-30	0	"A	Mechanical	Story	is	on	Special	offer	for	a	limited	time	to	celebrate	our	release!"	We	are	happy	to
announce	our	new	“mind	scrambling,	heart	warming,	and	equally	rewarding	game	A	Mechanical	Story”	Down	332	times0	Collection	ROB-O-TAP	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-19	0	Save	the	tiny	little	robots	during	their	journey	by	getting	rid	of	the	obstacles	in	front	of	them!	It's	ONE	TAP	ONLY	to	change	their	world.	Enter	the	hazardous	corridors	and
disarm	traps	to	keep	yo	Down	362	times0	Collection	Page	6	Offroad	Legends	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-18	0	This	is	your	chance	to	experience	the	thrill	of	driving	Monster	Trucks,	desert	Trucks	and	4x4	off-roaders	over	amazing	jump	filled	tracks.	Experience	cutting	edge	graphics,	ground	breaking	physics	a	Down	1854	times0	Collection	Overkill
Mafia	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-18	0	Play	the	classic	pick	and	shoot	arcade	shooter	with	strong	mafia	stylization	and	gripping	black-and-white	comic-style	graphics.	The	streets	of	Chicago	speak	of	a	new	rising	star.	They	say	he's	smart	Down	689	times0	Collection	Zombie	High	Dive	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-18	0	Take	the	plunge	in	Zombie	High	Dive
where	the	dead	get	gory	for	glory.	This	app	offers	in-app	purchases.	You	may	restrict	in-app	purchasing	using	your	device	settings.	Hubo’s	got	a	good	head	on	his	Down	920	times0	Collection	CounterSpy	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-18	0	Stop	a	crazed	superpower	from	launching	deadly	nuclear	missiles	in	this	action	stealth	side-scrolling	game	set	during
the	Cold	War.	As	a	budding	Agent	for	C.O.U.N.T.E.R,	jump	into	action,	stealthily	Down	2338	times0	Collection	Space	Age:	A	Cosmic	Adventure	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-18	0	Space	Age	is	a	game	of	cosmic	adventure.	Set	in	the	retro-futuristic	sci-fi	world	of	1976,	it	follows	a	small	but	determined	band	of	intergalactic	explorers	who	land	on	a	seemingly
uninhabited	planet,	Down	488	times0	Collection	Eternity	Warriors	3	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-10	0	As	the	last	Demon	Tower	fell,	the	people	of	Northern	Udar	cheered	their	new	hero.	Their	cheers,	however,	were	short	lived.	Corrupted	by	demon	magic,	the	last	of	the	great	Dragons	unleashed	a	horrible	Down	705	times0	Collection	Jaws	Revenge	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-12-10	0									The	long	anticipated	sequel	to	the	iOS	smash	hit	JAWS™																	4.5/5	Stars	-	"Must	Buy"	Apple'n'Apps																	BE	THE	SHARK!																	In	Jaws™	Revenge	you	play	the	part	of	the	hungry	man-ea	Down	2079	times0	Collection	Clash	of	Clans	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-09	7	Clash	of	Clans	is	an	addictive	mixture	of
strategic	planning	and	competitive	fast-paced	combats.	Raise	an	army	of	Barbarians,	War	Wizards,	Dragons	and	other	mighty	fighters.	Join	a	clan	of	players	and	Down	791417	times0	Collection	Deer	Hunter	2014	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-12-09	0	Return	to	the	wilderness	in	the	most	visually	stunning	hunting	simulator	on	mobile!	Travel	from	North
America’s	Pacific	Northwest	to	the	Savannah	of	Central	Africa	in	an	epic	journey	to	hunt	the	wor	Down	9523	times0	Collection	Beach	Buggy	Racing	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-22	0	Drive	into	an	action-packed,	surprise-filled	world	of	off-road	kart	racing	mayhem!	Race	against	a	field	of	rival	drivers,	each	with	unique	personalities	and	special	abilities.
Build	a	collection	of	cr	Down	4071	times0	Collection	Angry	Birds	Transformers	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-22	0	Angry	Birds	and	Transformers	collide	in	this	action-packed,	3D	shoot	‘em	up	adventure!	The	EggSpark	has	transformed	the	eggs	into	crazed	robots	who	are	destroying	Piggy	Island,	but	who	can	stop	them?	Down	3547	times0	Collection
Escape	the	Hellevator	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-22	0	Welcome	to	Escape	the	Hellevator!	A	story-based,	real-time	3D	puzzle	adventure!	***	Featured	by	Apple	in	Best	New	Games!	***	***	Included	in	Pocket	Gamer's	7	Best	Mobile	Escape	Games	***	Expe	Down	393	times0	Collection	Asphalt	8:	Airborne	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-16	8	*****LEAVE	GRAVITY
IN	THE	DUST	*****	The	best	iOS	arcade	racing	game	series	reaches	a	new	turning	point!	Perform	dynamic,	high-speed	aerial	stunts	in	an	intense	driving	experience	powered	by	a	brand-	Down	45101	times0	Collection	WeeMee	Avatar	Creator	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-16	2	☆☆☆	HOW	TO	PLAY	☆☆☆	☆	NEW:	Play	Fame	Game	in	WeeMee	Avatar
Creator	–	style	your	WeeMees	&	enter	a	daily	competition	to	see	if	you’re	the	best	dressed	WeeMee!	Win	a	one-of-a-kind	prize,	only	Down	1909	times0	Collection	Birzzle	Pandora	for	iPhone	2014-11-16	0	A	new	brand	of	Drag	n	Drop	block	puzzle	game	lining	up	the	same	type	of	birds	and	making	it	disappear	by	the	use	of	fingertip.	Provides	optimized
system	which	sustains	better	flexibility	and	simplicit	Down	1133	times0	Collection	Freestyle	Baseball	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-16	0	Brace	yourself	for	an	unforgettable	baseball	battlefield.	Wannabat	pits	street	smart	pitchers	against	mean-street	batters	in	a	3D	freestyle	score-a-thon.	Set	in	a	detailed,	realistic	3D	urban	environm	Down	724	times0
Collection	Yu-Gi-Oh!	BAM	Pocket	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-11	0	Enter	the	Yu-Gi-Oh!	universe	with	the	fast	and	fun	spin-off	Yu-Gi-Oh!	BAM.	This	online	Trading	Card	Game	(TCG)	features	intuitive	rules	and	an	addictive	gameplay,	making	it	easy	to	progress	through	le	Down	2020	times0	Collection	The	Longest	Journey	Remastered	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-
11-11	0	The	Longest	Journey	is	truly	more	than	a	game	-	it's	more	like	a	book,	a	movie	and	a	game	all	rolled	into	one.	Explore	an	interactive	and	beautifully	created	universe	from	the	perspective	of	April	Ry	Down	306	times0	Collection	Zombie	Highway	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-11	0	The	goal	is	to	survive...	but	you	wont.	How	far	will	you	go?	It's	you,
your	heavily	armed	passenger,	against	a	boatload	of	super-strong,	leaping	zombies.	TILT	Steer	to	avoid	obstacles	all	while	try	Down	1319	times0	Collection	Pirates	Journey:	Into	the	Caribbean	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-11	0	The	Fastest	growing	Pirate	game	on	iOS!	Pirates	Journey	is	a	fast-paced	action	packed	strategy	game	mixed	with	tower	defense
and	combat.	Build	up	your	pirate	cove	and	defend	it	against	other	players	Down	311	times0	Collection	Page	7	DEAD	TRIGGER	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-05	0	Join	the	new	sequel	to	Dead	Trigger,	the	popular	hit	with	more	than	23M	downloads!	Download	Dead	Trigger	2	for	FREE	and	enter	a	world	where	humanity	is	engaged	in	the	ultimate	battle	for
survival	in	Down	3465	times0	Collection	Jetpack	Joyridev	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-05	5	You're	going	for	a	ride	-	from	the	creators	of	FRUIT	NINJA!	Now	updated	to	support	the	beautiful	Retina	display	for	the	new	iPad!	**	Winner	**	-	Pocket	Gamer	-	Best	Action/Arcade	Game	2012	-	Pocke	Down	38121	times0	Collection	Bounty	Hunter:	Black	Dawn	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-11-05	3	An	FPS	(First	Person	Shooting)	game	with	RPG	element	exclusive	to	iOS.	A	total	of	4	classes	with	more	than	100	skills	and	numerous	random	attribute	equipment	drops	are	at	your	disposal.	Fight	throug	Down	921	times0	Collection	Rayman	Fiesta	Run	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-05	0	Join	legendary	platforming	hero	Rayman	for
a	new	adventure	on	your	favorite	mobile	device!	If	you	enjoyed	Rayman	Jungle	Run,	winner	of	the	App	Store’s	BEST	of	2012,	you	will	love	Rayman	Fiesta	Run	a	Down	4672	times0	Collection	Into	the	Dead	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-05	1	In	a	world	overrun	with	the	Dead,	you	have	survived…	but	for	how	long?	Into	the	Dead	throws	you	into	the	gruesome
world	of	the	zombie	apocalypse	where	there	are	no	second	chances.	Do	what	you	have	t	Down	4335	times0	Collection	Le	Vamp	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-11-05	0	It’s	a	beautiful	day	and	little	Le	Vamp	just	wants	to	go	outside	and	play	like	any	other	boy.	Of	course,	most	other	little	boys	aren’t	Vampires!	It’s	your	job	to	guide	and	protect	the	rambunctious
Down	561	times0	Collection	Champ	Man	15	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-28	0	CHAMP	MAN	15	–	SET	FOR	ITS	FINEST	FOOTBALL	MANAGEMENT	SEASON	•	Mobile	Football	management	gaming	just	received	a	major	upgrade,	making	this	our	most	fluid	handheld	game	ever	•	Our	BEST	Down	1471	times0	Collection	Hay	Ewe	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-28
0	90%	The	Noobist	"Rocket	Rainbow	Studios	a	team	of	former	employees	of	PopCap	Games........lives	up	to	their	pedigree	with	this	easy	to	understand	but	challenging	puzzle	game"	Stunning	Mind	Bending	Pu	Down	264	times0	Collection	Entwined™	Challenge	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-21	0	‘Entwined	Challenge’	is	an	addictive	and	beautiful	action
reflex	game	that	will	mesmerize	your	senses	and	challenge	your	skills.	Can	you	control	two	characters	at	the	same	time	and	master	their	path	Down	380	times0	Collection	The	Phantom	PI	Mission	Apparition	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-21	0	The	Phantom	PI	Mission	Apparition	is	a	spooky,	puzzly,	rock’n’roll	fueled	adventure	game	starring	a	paranormal
investigator	who	specializes	in	helping	ghosts	who	are	being	bullied	in	the	afterlife.	Down	347	times0	Collection	Urban	Trial	Freestyle	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-21	0	The	city	is	your	playground!	Take	to	the	streets	on	your	freestyle	trials	bike	and	use	the	urban	landscape	to	pull	off	spectacular	tricks.	Customize	your	bike	and	rider	to	boost	your
performance	acros	Down	1174	times0	Collection	Pinball	Arcade	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-20	0	Our	goal	is	for	the	Pinball	Arcade	to	become	the	most	realistic	and	comprehensive	pinball	game	ever	created.	Please	support	us	in	our	efforts	to	preserve	these	tables	and	join	the	indelible	part	of	Am	Down	2165	times0	Collection	Heroes	and	Castles	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-10-20	2	The	Undead	Horde	and	their	Orc	and	Goblin	allies	are	at	your	castle	gates,	the	King	is	on	the	brink	of	death,	and	only	you	stand	between	the	enemy	and	complete	annihilation!	Choose	one	of	3	powerful	h	Down	1779	times0	Collection	Fruit	Ninja	for	iPhone	2014-10-20	2									NOW	WITH	GAME	CENTER	MULTIPLAYER!	--
OVER	SIX	MILLION	FRUIT	NINJA	COPIES	SOLD!	A	huge	thanks	to	everyone	out	there,	you	have	made	this	great	game	even	greater	because	of	your	amazing	support!	#1	Pa	Down	12828	times0	Collection	World	Zombination	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-17	0	Take	control	of	a	massive	zombie	horde	and	destroy	the	world.	Or	help	the	last	surviving
humans	make	their	stand	and	defend	it.	The	choice	is	yours	in	this	epic	massively	multiplayer	online	game!	As	Down	452	times0	Collection	Reckless	Racing	3	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-17	0	Reckless	Racing	is	back	with	dirtier	racetracks,	more	epic	power	slides,	eye-popping	graphics	and	the	largest	selection	of	cars	and	trucks	to	date.	Play	the	career
mode	loaded	with	60	events	in	9	d	Down	876	times0	Collection	BioShock	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-16	0	***NOTE:	Compatible	with	iPad	Air,	iPad	Mini	2,	iPad	4,	iPhone	5S,	iPhone	5C,	and	iPhone	5	-	WILL	NOT	RUN	ON	EARLIER	DEVICES,	INCLUDING:	iPad	3,	iPad	2,	iPad	1,	iPad	Mini	1,	iPhone	4S,	iPhone	4,	iPhon	Down	5421	times0	Collection
Zombie	Highway:	Driver's	Ed	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-16	1	The	goal	is	to	survive...	but	you	wont.	How	far	will	you	go?	It's	you,	your	heavily	armed	passenger,	against	a	boatload	of	super-strong,	leaping	zombies.	TILT	Steer	to	avoid	obstacles	all	while	try	Down	4055	times0	Collection	Infinity	Blade	III	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-14	2	What	the	press	is
saying	about	Infinity	Blade	III:	**TOUCH	ARCADE:	5	out	of	5	-	"ChAIR	raises	graphical	bar	to	low	earth	orbit"	**IGN:	"A	gorgeous,	intense,	and	rewarding	adventure!"	**MODOJO:	"Th	Down	8764	times0	Collection	Temple	Run	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-14	7	Navigate	perilous	cliffs,	zip	lines,	mines	and	forests	as	you	try	to	escape	with	the	cursed	idol.
How	far	can	you	run?!	FEATURES	★	Beautiful	new	graphics	★	Gorgeous	new	organic	environments	★	N	Down	26831	times0	Collection	Page	8	Deemo	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-14	0	From	team	Cytus,	a	world	acclaimed	music	rhythm	game.	Rayark	brings	you	Deemo,	a	hybrid	of	music	rhythm	game	and	the	story	of	urban	fantasy,	with	hand-drawn	art,
story-telling	gallery	and	real	instru	Down	6606	times0	Collection	Six-Guns	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-14	0	For	the	first	time	ever	on	iPhone	and	iPad,	you	can	explore	a	truly	enormous	and	open	frontier	in	a	Wild	West	full	of	mystery,	bandits	and	more…unnatural	enemies.	Play	it	for	free:	Make	your	enemie	Down	4442	times0	Collection	Talisman
Prologue	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-06	0	The	legend	begins	with	a	single-player	series	of	adventures	designed	to	invite	both	veterans	and	newcomers	to	explore	the	land	of	Talisman.	While	multiplayer	gameplay	will	be	available	in	upcoming	exp	Down	467	times0	Collection	The	Pyraplex	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-06	0	Transcend	the	boundaries	of	space
and	time	to	construct	a	colossal	new	wonder	of	the	world	in	this	pyramid-building	adventure!	Make	history	with	the	Pyraplex,	a	desert	oasis	of	commerce	and	culture	f	Down	468	times0	Collection	Toy	Defense	4:	Sci-Fi	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-06	0	Tremble!	Robots	are	going	to	seize	power	over	the	universe!	Feel	the	spirit	of	the	ultimate	space
adventures	and	experience	the	most	decisive	battles	in	your	life	in	the	new	thrilling	tower	defense	ga	Down	417	times0	Collection	Anodia:	Unique	Brick	Breaker	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-06	0	Anodia	has	a	solid	5	stars	rating	with	thousands	of	comments	and	is	enjoyed	by	millions	of	players.	Any	hesitation?	Just	read	the	Customer	Reviews!	Play
through	over	150	handcrafted	and	unique	level	Down	372	times0	Collection	Enigmo	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-06	0	•	Play	in	true	HD	on	your	HDTV	via	Airplay	on	iOS	5!	•	Universal	Binary:	runs	on	iPhone	&	iPad!	The	best	puzzle	game	for	the	iPhone	has	entered	a	new	dimension!	Enigmo	2	is	the	successor	Down	951	times0	Collection	Doodle	Jump
for	iPhone	2014-10-06	2	In	Doodle	Jump,	you	guide	Doodle	the	Doodler—using	some	of	the	most	subtle	and	accurate	tilt	controls	in	existence—on	a	springy	journey	up,	up,	up	a	sheet	of	graph	paper,	picking	up	jet	packs,	avoid	Down	7164	times0	Collection	Republique	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-10-06	0	You	receive	a	desperate	call	from	Hope,	a	mysterious
woman	trapped	inside	an	oppressive	totalitarian	state.	By	hacking	into	the	nation's	elaborate	surveillance	network	and	taking	control,	you	guide	Ho	Down	1733	times0	Collection	The	Walking	Dead	Pinball	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-09-27	0	Zen	Studios,	Telltale	Games,	and	Skybound	Entertainment	partner	to	create	all-new	table	based	on	the	'Game	of	the
Year'	winning	series.	The	pinball	masters	at	Zen	Studios	have	partnered	with	Telltale	Down	483	times0	Collection	The	Dark	Knight	Rises	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-09-15	5	The	epic	conclusion	to	filmmaker	Christopher	Nolan’s	Batman	trilogy	arrives	on	iPhone	and	iPad	in	the	exclusive	video	game	inspired	by	the	movie.	THE	EXCLUSIVE	GAME	INSPIRED
BY	THE	DARK	KNIGHT	RISES	Down	29603	times0	Collection	True	Skate	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-09-15	5	The	most	authentic	skateboarding	game	available	on	iOS	or	any	other	platform.	The	only	thing	more	authentic,	is	an	actual	skateboard.	Features:	-	Realistic	touch	based	physics.	-	Flick	the	board	to	Down	80479	times0	Collection	ACC	Football
Challenge	2014	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-09-15	0	The	sequel	to	the	world's	first	college	gaming	app	has	arrived!	Choose	your	favorite	school	and	compete	online	in	a	thrilling	multiplayer	football	challenge.	•	RIVALRY	CHALLENGE	•	Ever	Down	445	times0	Collection	KungfuTaxi2	for	iPhone	2014-09-15	0	The	first	parkour	game	combining	the	Chinese
shadow	play	style	and	game	cards!	Together	with	the	two	Kongfu	drivers,	you	will	be	transferred	back	to	the	Chinese	capital	in	Song	Dynasty	to	start	your	Down	299	times0	Collection	Epic	Eric	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-09-10	0	Epic	Eric	is	a	fiendishly	addictive,	super-simple,	one-touch	platform	puzzle	game	that	delivers	that	‘just	one	more	go’	factor	in
spades.	Swing,	bounce,	flip	and	slide	your	way	to	victory	through	a	Down	349	times0	Collection	Down	261	times0	Collection	The	Rats	Online	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-09-10	0	iPad	2	or	newer,	iPhone	4	or	newer	or	iPod	Touch	5	is	required	for	The	Rats!	***	Beware!	It's	a	freaky	rat-hot	action	game.***	Cross-platform	game	already	played	by	1	500	000
people!	Loot	your	Down	341	times0	Collection	Hyperlapse	from	Instagram	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-09-10	0	Create	amazing	time	lapse	videos	with	Hyperlapse.	Using	Instagram’s	in-house	stabilization,	Hyperlapse	shoots	polished	time	lapse	videos	that	were	previously	impossible	without	bulky	tripods	and	expe	Down	1233	times0	Collection	Glidefire	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-09-10	0	!Sometimes	game	doesn't	work	on	iPhone	4S	-	the	update	with	fix	for	it	is	on	Apple	Review	process!	It	will	be	released	in	the	beginning	of	next	week!	***	Featured	as	one	of	the	Best	New	Games	in	48	c	Down	270	times0	Collection	Appointment	With	F.E.A.R.	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-09-10	0	**	CRASH	BUGS	ZAPPED	IN	THIS
NEW	UPDATE!	**	Travel	back	to	the	1980s	as	a	superpowered	defender	of	justice	in	this	all-new	edition	of	Steve	Jackson's	Appointment	With	F.E.A.R.!	This	dynamic	edition	i	Down	417	times0	Collection	Page	9	Ace	Ferrara	and	the	Dino	Menace	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-28	0	IMPORTANT	NOTE:	This	game	requires	an	iPhone	4s	/	iPad	2	/	iPod	Touch	5
or	above!	Earlier	devices	are	not	supported!	"Ace	Ferrara	And	The	Dino	Menace"	is	a	colorful	space	opera	set	in	an	80s	cartoon	Down	206	times0	Collection	Wan	Nyan	Slash	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-28	0	Wan	Nyan	Slash	is	an	infinite	adorable	demon	slaying	slashing	action	game!	Play	as	the	wandering	samurai	Wan	and	Nyan	as	they	journey	to	save
ancient	Japan!	Tap	and	drag	Wan	and	Nyan	to	guide	their	s	Down	307	times0	Collection	PAC-MAN	Friends	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-28	0	PAC-MAN	Friends	is	a	new,	original	fast-paced	game	using	classic	PAC-MAN	characters!	With	simple	tilt	controls,	you	can	maneuver	PAC-MAN	through	progressively	challenging	mazes	to	rescue	his	friends	f	Down
645	times0	Collection	Rules!	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-26	0	RULES!	is	a	cute	puzzle	game	that's	challenging,	fast-paced	and	fun.	“What’s	presented	here	is	a	stylish,	original,	clever	puzzle	game	that	I’m	having	trouble	putting	down	long	enough	to	write	thi	Down	305	times0	Collection	MONSTER	HUNTER	FREEDOM	UNITE	for	iOS	for	iPhone/iPad
2014-08-26	0	*No	Hidden	Costs*	No	additional	fees	after	download!	*For	a	list	of	compatible	devices,	please	see	the	"Compatibility"	section	in	the	game's	description.	The	world’s	most	exciting	hunting	action	g	Down	1717	times0	Collection	Motorsport	Manager	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-25	0	Motorsport	Manager	is	the	most	realistic	motor-racing
management	game	available.	“I	don’t	think	I’ve	played	a	deeper,	better	looking,	more	compelling	management	game	than	Motorsport	Manager	in	yea	Down	3023	times0	Collection	Assassin's	Creed	Memories	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-25	0	Don	your	cloak	and	ready	your	hidden	blades!	Assassin’s	Creed:	Memories	is	a	multi-faceted	experience	blending
card	battle,	RPG,	and	strategy	gameplay.	Chase	down	your	targets	throughout	history	and	Down	2031	times0	Collection	Amigo	Pancho	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-25	0	Top	1	app	in	over	30	countries!	OVER	70	MILLIONS	PLAYS	on	Web	for	2	years!	HEY	AMIGOS,	are	you	ready	for	the	incredible	adventures?	Help	Amigo	Pancho	to	get	to	the	Mountains
top.	Meet	AMIGO	PANC	Down	371	times0	Collection	Mountain	Bike	Challenge	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-25	0	Mountain	Bike	Challenge	A	brand	new	3D	sports	game	from	the	developers	of	the	Ski	Challenge	series:	Mountain	Bike	Challenge!	Become	a	professional	mountain	bike	racer	and	discover	the	world	in	8	uniq	Down	551	times0	Collection	LEGO
Batman:	DC	Super	Heroes	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-18	1	Legends	Unite!	Batman	and	Robin	join	forces	with	other	famous	DC	super	heroes	including	Superman,	Wonder	Woman,	Green	Lantern	and	more	to	stop	the	notorious	villains	Lex	Luthor	and	The	Joker	from	dest	Down	11814	times0	Collection	Cut	the	Rope:	Experiments	for	iPhone	2014-08-18	0
Experiment	to	feed	Om	Nom®	candy!	Cut	the	rope	like	never	before.	Everything	you	love	and	new	gameplay!	150	levels	and	more	to	come!	The	little	green	monster	Om	Nom	is	back	and	hungrier	than	ever	Down	4176	times0	Collection	Carnivores:	Dinosaur	Hunter	Pro	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-18	0	Carnivores:	Dinosaur	Hunter	is	a	console-quality
lifelike	hunting	sim	where	the	players	track	down	a	variety	of	dinosaurs	while	exploring	huge	non-linear	locations.	The	dinos	boast	with	some	of	the	mo	Down	8898	times0	Collection	Angry	Birds	Space	for	iPhone	2014-08-18	4	Angry	Birds	Space	features	over	130	interstellar	levels	on	planets	and	in	zero	gravity,	resulting	in	spectacular	gameplay
ranging	from	slow-motion	puzzles	to	lightspeed	destruction.	With	regular	free	Down	6161	times0	Collection	Kickerinho	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-12	0	Kickerinho	needs	your	help	to	become	best	juggler	in	the	beautiful	city	of	Rio	de	Janeiro!	Will	you	help	him	fulfill	this	dream?	Juggle	with	your	foot	and	head!	Stall	the	ball	on	your	neck	and	show	y	Down
1701	times0	Collection	Order	&	Chaos	Online	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-10	1	Finally	a	true	real-time,	full-3D	MMORPG	comes	to	the	App	Store:	Explore	a	vast	heroic	fantasy	world	and	join	thousands	of	players	in	this	massively	multiplayer	online	experience	that	pushes	the	bound	Down	5040	times0	Collection	Notability	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-10	0						
		***NEW	RELEASE	SALE	for	1	WEEK	ONLY	-	80%	OFF***									Handwriting	is	happiness!	With	this	addition,	Notability	continues	to	provide	the	tools	to	capture	ideas	and	information	at	school,	work,	or	anywh	Down	1581	times0	Collection	Alien	Shooter	-	The	Beginning	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-10	2	Legendary	PC	Alien	Shooter	is	now	available	on
your	iPhone,	iPad	and	iPod	touch!	Deserted	military	complex.	Hordes	of	merciless	creatures.	Here	you	are.	Your	mission	is	simple	–	clear	the	base	so	th	Down	1657	times0	Collection	Oceanhorn	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-10	0	You	wake	up	and	find	a	letter	from	your	father.	He	is	gone…	The	only	lead	is	his	old	notebook	and	a	mysterious	necklace.	What
happened?	Explore	the	islands	of	Uncharted	Seas,	a	world	filled	with	ma	Down	8726	times0	Collection	Blocky	Roads	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-10	1	Jump	into	your	car	and	discover	green	hills,	snowy	mountains	and	desert	dunes	in	this	unique	blocky	adventure!	The	hurricane	ripped	your	farm	apart	and	scattered	it	around	the	Globe.	Collect	the	mis
Down	1588	times0	Collection	SpongeBob	Moves	In	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-10	7	Dive	into	Day	1	of	SpongeBob’s	life	in	Bikini	Bottom!	Move	him	into	his	Pineapple	house,	get	a	job	at	the	Krusty	Krab,	and	build	your	very	own	Bikini	Bottom!	As	your	town	turns	into	a	thriving	unders	Down	5082	times0	Collection	Page	10	Stradale	Racing	Simulator	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-08-02	0	This	is	the	racing	sim	that	>I<	think	we	need.	The	physics	are	as	realistic	as	those	in	X-Plane,	with	engine	power,	tire	cohesion,	and	aerodynamic	drag	and	downforce	all	accurately	modeled.	The	trac	Down	608	times0	Collection	ReKillers	:	Zombie	Defense	for	iPhone	2014-08-01	0	WARNING!	Not	compatible	with	iPhone	4,
iPhone	3GS	or	iPod	Touch	4th	Generation	The	Outbreak	has	just	begun...	Fears	of	infection	have	forced	many	to	hide...	Others,	vowed	to	defend	humanity	agains	Down	392	times0	Collection	Star	Horizon	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-08-01	0	Please	Note:	Star	Horizon	requires	an	iPad2/iPhone	4s/iPod	Touch	5	or	above.	“Star	Horizon	stands	on	its	own	as	a
title	that	is	well	worth	playing.	The	visual	splendor	alone	would	be	more	than	enoug	Down	261	times0	Collection	Beyond	Gravity	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	Beyond	Gravity	is	procedurally	generated	"platformer"	where	you	jump	in-between	planets	and	try	to	collect	as	many	pickups	as	you	can.	This	gets	progressively	harder	the	further	you	jump.
No	need	to	w	Down	332	times0	Collection	Hellraid:	The	Escape	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	IMPORTANT:	Due	to	the	high-quality	graphics,	Hellraid:	The	Escape	is	compatible	only	with	iPad	2	&	newer	devices,	iPhone	4S	&	newer	and	iPod	Touch	5th	Generation.	It’s	NOT	compatible	with	iPhone	4,	i	Down	542	times0	Collection	Battle	of	Heroes:	Land
of	Immortals	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	LEAD	YOUR	HEROES	TO	VICTORY!	Discover	a	new	fantasy	world	in	the	struggle	to	Evagar.	Train	powerful	units	and	fight	against	other	players	to	control	all	territories.	In	Evagar,	there	is	only	one	rul	Down	429	times0	Collection	DMBX	2.5	-	Mountain	Bike	and	BMX	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	DMBX	gets
to	the	next	round:	featuring	Mountain	Bike	and	BMX	action,	brand	new	Downhill,	Slopestyle,	Vert	Ramp,	Dirt-Pipe	and	Big	Air	levels,	ghost	and	battle	races,	new	bikes	and	individual	character	Down	432	times0	Collection	Marvel	Origins	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	•	Experience	jaw	dropping	drama	and	action-packed	adventures	with	your	favorite
Marvel	Super	Heroes!	•	Read	along	(or	enjoy	the	audio	narration	from	Stan	Lee!)	with	these	exciting	origin	Down	582	times0	Collection	Chop	Chop	Ninja	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	THE	WORLD	NEEDS	A	HERO	Over	5	million	downloads!	#1	downloaded	adventure	game	in	over	40	countries!	Chop	Chop	Ninja	will	have	its	own	TV	animated	series
in	2014!	“A	very	nice	beat	‘em	up	platfor	Down	527	times0	Collection	Angry	Gran	Racing	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	Angry	Gran	Racing	is	the	newest	game	in	the	award-winning	Angry	Gran	series,	ride	through	some	of	the	wackiest	worlds,	sporting	some	of	the	weirdest	vehicles	that	Angry	Gran	could	get	her	hands	on!	Down	675	times0	Collection
Junk	Jack	X	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	Welcome	to	Junk	Jack	X!	It	is	a	2D	sandbox	where	you	can	explore,	build	and	survive	in	randomly	generated	procedural	worlds,	full	of	monsters,	hidden	treasures	and	beautiful	landscapes,	now	even	in	mu	Down	1603	times0	Collection	TripTrap	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	TripTrap	is	a	tasty	new	puzzler	from
the	creators	of	iSlash!	"I	like	it	a	lot!	If	you	are	looking	for	one	of	these	get-three-things	kinda	game...	Definitely	check	it	out!"	-TouchArcade	Live	Review	Down	595	times0	Collection	Give	My	Ball	Back	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	Rack	your	brains	and	try	to	get	back	the	ball	someone	stole	from	you	through	funny,	colorful	and	frenzied	levels.	Tobias
is	a	curious	kid.	While	he	is	peacefully	playing	in	his	room,	his	favorite	bal	Down	307	times0	Collection	Call	of	Mini	Infinity	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	The	earth	is	on	the	brink	of	a	large	METEORITE	IMPACT!	The	burden	is	on	you	to	find	a	new	place	for	people	to	LIVE.	Colonizing	a	planet	is	not	that	easy	and	DANGERS	lie	ahead.	▶▶▶	Down	3020
times0	Collection	Desert	Fox:	The	Battle	of	El	Alameinfor	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-31	0	History	and	turn-based	strategy	collide	in	Desert	Fox:	The	Battle	of	El	Alamein!	The	award-winning	team	behind	Battle	of	the	Bulge	and	Drive	on	Moscow	asks:	Can	you	outwit	the	Desert	Fox?	Take	contr	Down	307	times0	Collection	Defense	Witches	for	iPhone/iPad
2014-07-27	0	A	brand	new	Defense	game	is	released	for	iPhone	/	iPad.	Little	witches	are	active	in	the	fantasy	world!	-	Compatible	with	iPhone5!	DW	is	now	fully	compatible	with	the	larger	display	of	iPhone5.	An	Down	774	times0	Collection	Bike	Baron	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-27	1	Bike	Baron	Update	11	brings	support	for	the	4"	display	on	the	iPhone
5!	Number	one	in	66	countries,	Bike	Baron	is	the	Ultimate	Bike	Game	for	iPhone	and	iPad!	What	happens	when	you	put	the	developer	Down	7246	times0	Collection	Jenga	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-27	0									**	Now	with	ONLINE	MULTIPLAYER!	**																	The	official	Jenga®	game	is	here!	Designed	in	consultation	with	Leslie	Scott,	the	original
creator	of	Jenga®,	Jenga	for	iPhone/iPod	touch	lets	you	ta	Down	1154	times0	Collection	Down	1540	times0	Collection	Real	Fishing	2014	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-24	0	The	top	3D	fishing	game	is	back	and	better	than	ever!	Get	ready	for	some	line-tightening	action	in	the	most	realistic	fishing	game	on	mobile,	Real	Fishing	2014!	Experience	all	the
adrenaline-pumping	Down	587	times0	Collection	Page	11	Red	Ball	4	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-24	0	Red	Alert!	Evil	minions	want	to	squeeze	the	planet	into	a	square	shape.	##	IMPORTANT	NOTE:	if	you	experience	a	crash	at	launch,	please	disable	the	InApp	Purchase	restriction	in	your	device's	sett	Down	2852	times0	Collection	9	Innings:	2014	Pro
Baseball	PLUS	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-24	0	*	9	Innings:	2014	Pro	Baseball	version	4.0.3	is	now	available!	Get	ready	for	the	All-star	Season!	*	20	new	players	and	monster	players	added!	*	The	main	screen	UI	has	been	improved!	*	Team	rotation	Down	482	times0	Collection	Plunder	Pirates	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-24	0	Ahoy,	matey!	Take	to	the	high
seas	as	a	cut-throat	buccaneer	and	become	the	most	notorious	Pirate	Captain	to	ever	sail	the	seven	seas!	Washed	ashore	with	nothing	but	your	cunning,	do	you	have	what	it	Down	559	times0	Collection	Final	Kick:	The	best	penalty	shootout	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-24	0	Enjoy	the	tense	moments	of	the	penalty	shots	as	if	you	were	playing	in	a	Football
final,	competing	against	the	best	teams,	making	the	most	spectacular	goals	and	saves	and	along	with	graphics	that	will	Down	1534	times0	Collection	Bladelords	-	fighting	revolution	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-23	0	Reveal	your	inner	fighter	in	this	3D	fighting	game!	Play	up	to	16	fighters	and	upgrade	their	equipment	and	abilities.	Defeat	hundreds	of
enemies.	Show	to	all	that	there	is	no	blade	in	this	world	that	Down	488	times0	Collection	Damn	Little	Town	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-23	0	---	LAUNCH	SALE:	Full	Version	IAP	50%	off	for	a	limited	time	only!	---	---	ANNOUNCEMENT	---	To	Thank	You	-	Everyone	who	makes	the	Full	Version	IAP	purchase	now	(before	the	first	update)	-	gets	a	Limi	Down
292	times0	Collection	Grabbity	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-23	0	Grabbity:	Fall	for	it!	Fall	for	the	game	that	will	make	you	lose	balance!	The	Grabbians	existence	is	in	danger,	their	energy	has	been	stolen	by	the	evil	Crawlers	that	live	underground.	Their	only	ho	Down	441	times0	Collection	Mushroom	Garden	Deluxe	for	iPhone	2014-07-21	0	Luxurious
Mushroom	Garden	for	You.	"Mushroom	Garden"	accomplishes	new	evolution.	*"Log"	holds	the	importance.	The	Log	became	really	important	in	this	"Mushroom	Garden	Deluxe".	Grading	up	the	Log	Down	429	times0	Collection	Down	530	times0	Collection	Real	Boxing	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-21	0	Real	Boxing	currently	does	not	support	4th	Generation
iPod	Touch	(Introduced	September	2010).	We	recommend	that	anyone	with	this	model	of	iPod	Touch	does	not	download	the	game.	We	are	working	on	the	s	Down	5535	times0	Collection	Sheep	Happens	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-21	2	=ATTENTION=	Sheep	Happens	is	NOT	compatible	with	iPhone	3S	and	older,	iPod	Touch	4	and	older,	and	iPad	1.	The
sheepocalypse	is	coming!	Sheep	Happens	is	a	chaotic	endless	runner	where	you	must	maneuv	Down	1155	times0	Collection	Ghost	Sniper	:	Zombie	2	Ex	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-16	0	*	only	benefits	of	ex-version	*	Enhance	the	success	rate	of	200%	*	Free	payment	magazine	10EA	*	Free	payment	1000point	Ghost	Sniper:	Zombie	is	a	sequel	to	a	global
hit	game	that	about	5	mil	Down	594	times0	Collection	Clash	of	Lords	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-16	0	Gather	your	forces	and	prepare	for	war	in	Clash	of	Lords	2!	Bringing	a	fresh	new	spin	to	the	world	you	know	and	love,	experience	true	strategy	mayhem	unlike	anything	you've	played	before!	Game	Featur	Down	5330	times0	Collection	Godzilla	-
Smash3	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-16	0	***WARNING:	Due	to	heavy	graphics	requirements,	Godzilla	-	Smash3	is	only	compatible	with	the	iPhone	4S,	iPod	Touch	5th	Gen,	and	iPad3	and	above	-	it	is	NOT	compatible	with	the	iPhone	4	or	iPod	4th	Ge	Down	688	times0	Collection	Coaster	Crazy	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-16	0	Download	the
@FreeAppADay.com	Store	App	and	wish	for	more	top	rated	apps	like	Coaster	Crazy	to	be	featured	on	FAAD!	Coasters!	Pandas!	Zombies!	Cheerleaders!	Explosions!	From	the	creators	of	RollerCoas	Down	1074	times1	Collection	The	Amazing	Spider-Man	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-15	0	Become	the	Amazing	Spider-Man	in	this	open-world	adventure	full
of	non-stop	action,	and	face	the	web-slinger’s	greatest	challenge	yet!	New	York	is	under	threat	from	a	city-wide	gang	war	and	only	Spi	Down	26501	times0	Collection	Iron	Force	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-12	1	Take	part	in	epic,	explosive	multiplayer	tank	battles	in	Iron	Force.	Join	forces	with	your	friends	in	team-based	battles,	or	have	a	free-for-all.	"Iron
Force	is	a	strong	example	of	online	multiplaye	Down	1713	times0	Collection	Cytus	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-12	0	❖❖Welcome	to	the	Musical	World	of	Cytus❖❖	LET’S	EXPERIENCE	MUSIC	’N	ART,	BEAT	’N	REBOUND!	Check	the	screenshots	and	you	will	see	the	most	AWESOME	iOS	music	game	ever!	Down	14975	times0	Collection	Salt	&	Pepper:	A
Physics	Game	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-08	0	**The	FREE	August	update	is	coming.	This	update	will	fix	the	performance	issues	that	some	of	you	all	have	been	experiencing.	I	apologize	for	the	issues	that	the	1.2	update	caused...**	Salt	&	Pepper:	Down	322	times0	Collection	Twisty	Planets	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-08	0	'Twisty	Planets	is	a	welcoming
puzzle-platformer	that's	as	smart	as	it	is	fun.'	Pocket	Gamer	8/10	'Twisty	Planets	by	Crescent	Moon	Games	is	an	addictive	puzzle	platformer	that	is	unlike	anything	you’	Down	432	times0	Collection	Page	12	Great	Little	War	Game	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-08	0	The	crazy	troops	return	in	this	next	and	final	installment	of	the	franchise	loved	by	millions.
Command	your	troops	wisely	and	try	to	prevail	against	the	massive	60	mission	campaign	that	says	you	can'	Down	793	times0	Collection	Storm	Casters	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-08	0	Lost	and	alone	after	escaping	from	your	burning	village,	you	find	yourself	at	the	entrance	to	an	ancient	and	forgotten	dungeon.	With	no	way	back,	your	adventure	begins
here	as	you	uncover	the	power	of	Down	439	times0	Collection	Rhythm	Control	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-04	0	Rhythm	Control	2	is	now	free	to	play	and	supported	by	in	game	ads.	Purchase	any	song	pack	to	remove	all	the	ads.	Rhythm	Control	2	is	finally	here	with	improved	gameplay	features,	a	shiny	new	interfac	Down	586	times0	Collection	Turbo
FAST	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-04	0	Featured	by	Apple	in	the	App	Store's	"Best	of	2013!"	Our	underground	racing	phenomenon	is	no	longer	a	secret!	Head	down	to	the	Garage	where	Tito	will	show	you	the	ropes	and	help	you	trick-out	your	o	Down	5709	times0	Collection	Pacific	Rim	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-04	1	Pacific	Rim	is	an	all-new	action	fighting
game	inspired	by	the	Warner	Bros.	Pictures	and	Legendary	Pictures	film	from	acclaimed	filmmaker	Guillermo	del	Toro.	Piloting	weaponized	robots	known	as	Jaeger	Down	4696	times0	Collection	Age	of	Zombies	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-04	0	From	Halfbrick,	the	creators	of	Fruit	Ninja	and	Monster	Dash	comes	their	newest	and	biggest	adventure	yet!
Lock	and	load	through	the	history	of	time	as	a	tough-as-nails	commando	named	Barry	Steakfries	Down	1982	times0	Collection	Mini	Warriors	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-04	0	HUNDREDS	vs	HUNDREDS!	prepare	for	WAR!	rally	your	warriors	and	go	forth	on	a	mission	of	TOTAL	DOMINATION!	►	►	►	►	►	Algers	was	once	a	peaceful	land,	but	battles	over	s
Down	705	times0	Collection	AERENA	-	Clash	of	Champions	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-07-04	0	Assemble	your	team	of	Champions	and	face-off	against	your	opponents	in	the	game	that	redefines	turn-based	tactical	combat.	What	the	Reviews	say:	9.0/10	Gamezone.com	8.8/10	Appszoom.com	10/10	Tech	Down	395	times0	Collection	Galaxy	on	Fire	-	Alliances
for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-29	0	[	The	first	multiplayer	game	set	in	the	iconic	Galaxy	on	Fire	universe!	Forge	strong	alliances	with	confederates	from	all	over	the	world	&	collaborate	or	compete	with	thousands	of	other	players	in	rea	Down	398	times0	Collection	Oscura	Second	Shadow	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-27	0	Classic	platforming	meets	modern
design	in	a	game	built	and	optimised	for	touch	controls.	The	Driftlands	are	a	gothic	and	frightening	place	at	the	best	of	times….And	this	is	not	the	best	of	times.	T	Down	599	times0	Collection	Monsters	Ate	My	Birthday	Cake	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-27	0	Warning:	This	game	is	crammed	full	of	monsters,	cake,	amazing	powers,	puzzly	bits,	epic
adventure,	witty	repartee,	secret	paths,	unlockable	characters,	silly	hats	and	a	wiener	dog.	Use	caution	if	you	Down	465	times0	Collection	RollerCoaster	Tycoon	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-27	0	Based	on	the	beloved	RollerCoaster	Tycoon®	franchise,	RollerCoaster	Tycoon®	4	Mobile™	is	now	available	on	your	iPhone,	iPad	and	iPod	touch!	Create	and
share	the	amusement	park	of	your	Down	2274	times0	Collection	99	Bricks	Wizard	Academy	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-27	0	8/10	-	PocketGamer:	'This	is	a	decidedly	solid	game,	in	every	sense	of	the	word.'	99	Bricks	Wizard	Academy	is	a	fun	and	magical	physics	builder.	Can	you	build	the	highest	tower?	WELCOME	TO	WIZARD	AC	Down	336	times0
Collection	The	Hobbit:	Kingdoms	of	Middle-earth	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-21	0	Raise	your	Alliance	to	new	heights!	Join	forces	with	other	players	in	Middle-earth	to	make	your	Alliance	stronger	than	ever	with	new	social	features!	►►►See	the	movie,	play	the	FREE	Down	593	times0	Collection	Stickman	Soccer	2014	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-21	0	The
2014	sequel	to	the	world	hit	Stickman	Soccer	with	more	than	10	million	players.	Experience	pure	soccer	fun	with	fast	paced	gameplay,	an	astonishing	atmosphere,	stunning	smooth	animations,	simple	c	Down	939	times0	Collection	Flappy,	3D	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-21	0	Flappy	is	BACK!	Now	more	FUN	and	visually	STUNNING	than	ever	before.
Experience	the	Thrill	and	Excitement	while	you	bravely	navigate	YOUR	character	through	deadly	pipes	and	other	obstacles…	But	bewar	Down	457	times0	Collection	AE	Moto	GP	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-21	0	AE	Moto	GP	is	coming	-	Another	masterpiece	after	the	world's	most	popular	moto	racing	game	"AE	3D	Motor"	by	AE-Mobile	Inc.	At	the	day
racing	games	flying	everywhere,	do	you	have	some	numbness	to	the	Down	797	times0	Collection	Death	Worm	Lite	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-21	0	Meet	the	highly	anticipated	iOS	version	of	the	*ORIGINAL*	Death	Worm	game	(a	Top-50	indie	game	of	all	times	according	to	indiegames.com).	Over	5,000,000	of	downloads	for	Death	Worm,	5	Million	people
Down	411	times0	Collection	King	of	the	Course	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-21	0	"Everything	you'd	want	out	of	an	arcade	style	golf	game."	(TouchArcade)	BE	THE	KING!	Take	a	swing	with	our	revolutionary	new	touch-and-swipe	mechanic	and	shot-shaping	controls.	Play	through	fast-pace	Down	308	times0	Collection	Toy	Defense	3:	Fantasy	for	iPhone
2014-06-18	0	Face	the	fire	-	dragons	are	coming!	Toy	Defense	3:	Fantasy	features	a	MAGICAL	new	world	with	dashing	warriors,	fearless	archers,	crafty	goblins,	and	immersion	in	a	magical	atmosphere!	More	than	15	m	Down	417	times0	Collection	Page	13	Genius	Greedy	Mouse	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-18	0	GENIUS	GREEDY	MOUSE	is	a	clay	based
puzzle	game	featuring	a	host	of	fun	and	challenging	levels.	You	are	a	mouse,	a	very,	very	hungry	mouse,	living	in	a	large	underground	world.	Luckily,	your	world	is	Down	300	times0	Collection	Lionheart	Tactics	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-18	0	Rally	your	Heroes!	Plan	every	move	in	this	FREE	tactical	RPG	with	stunning	3D	graphics.	Adventure	across	the
realm	or	take	your	fight	online	to	challenge	the	world.	FANTASY	TACTICS	Set	in	a	land	on	Down	357	times0	Collection	BIOSIS	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-16	0	“BIOSIS	use	of	unique	creatures,	an	alluring	soundtrack,	and	a	captivating	environment	makes	for	a	game	that,	when	played	in	a	dark	room	with	headphones,	is	a	great	way	to	unwind	and	get
lost	in	anot	Down	309	times0	Collection	Ice	Age	Village	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-16	0									The	official	Ice	Age	app	is	here!	Scrat’s	hunt	for	his	favorite	acorn	has	opened	a	crack	in	the	Earth’s	crust,	sending	the	animals	scurrying	for	safety.	Manny,	Ellie,	Diego	and	Sid	deci	Down	4399	times0	Collection	Autumn	Dynasty	Warlords	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-
06-16	0	Revered,	feared	and	enigmatic.	The	First	Autumn	Emperor’s	legacy	is	undisputed.	He	began	as	a	minor	warlord,	yet	he	would	one	day	unify	the	country,	discover	firedust,	and	repel	the	greatest	barbaria	Down	552	times0	Collection	Romans	In	My	Carpet!	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-16	0	Now	for	something	completely	different	from	the
developers	of	the	Ravenmark	saga.	We’ve	got	Romans	In	My	Carpet!	-	an	absurd	MULTIPLAYER	turn-based	strategy	game	in	vivid	16-bit	pixel	glory!	IMPORTA	Down	348	times0	Collection	The	World	of	Magic	for	iPhone	2014-06-16	0	In	this	ancient	and	mystical	world,	two	forces	are	in	conflict:	the	Siras	Empire,	led	by	the	young	and	ambitious
Emperor	Kanos,	and	the	Kingdom	of	Lanos,	which	King	Roberto	tries	to	keep	independent.	Down	1334	times0	Collection	Fast	&	Furious	6:	The	Game	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-16	1	Step	into	the	world	of	Fast	&	Furious	6.	Earn	cash	and	the	respect	of	the	“Fastest”	drivers	as	you	drift	and	drag	through	the	London	street	scene.	Join	the	Fast	&	Furious
crew	as	they	prepare	to	tak	Down	4023	times0	Collection	FINAL	FANTASY	III	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-16	0	First	released	in	1990,	Final	Fantasy	III	was	the	first	title	in	the	Final	Fantasy	series	to	become	a	million-seller,	establishing	once	and	for	all	that	Square	Enix's	classic	RPG	saga	was	here	to	stay	Down	4206	times0	Collection	Solar	Walk	-	3D
Solar	System	model	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-16	1	Have	you	ever	built	a	Solar	system	model?	Cups,	bowls,	and	papier-mache	balls	are	in	the	past,	because	Solar	Walk	is	a	time-sensitive	accurate	information-packed	interactive	model	of	the	Solar	system	Down	6060	times0	Collection	Gods	VS	Humans:	Protect	your	Kingdom	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-15	0
Protect	the	Heavens	and	be	respected	by	humans!	Humans	are	building	a	tower	to	reach	the	Kingdom	of	the	Gods!	Embody	one	of	these	divinities	to	foil	their	attempts.	But,	be	careful	not	to	kill	them	Down	391	times0	Collection	Baseball	General	Manager	2014	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-15	0	BE	A	BASEBALL	GENERAL	MANAGER	Welcome	to	Baseball
General	Manager,	the	game	that	allows	you	to	hit	the	"Home	Run"	of	your	life.	Manage	your	own	team,	sign	the	best	players	and	fight	for	your	chance	t	Down	312	times0	Collection	Gone	Fishing	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-15	0	"Gone	Fishing"	-	the	blockbuster	fishing	game	played	by	more	than	14	million	people	worldwide.	Install	now	the	best	fishing
simulator	and	play	completely	for	free!	Light	ripples	on	the	surface	of	the	Down	561	times0	Collection	Pigs	Can't	Fly	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-15	0	And	this	little	piggy	went	to	Hell!	Pig	had	the	misfortune	of	crashing	his	holy	bacon	butt	in	Hell.	Now	trapped	in	the	place	of	pain	and	suffering	he	must	escape	this	place	of	doom	&	gloom	avoiding	Down
339	times0	Collection	VVVVVV	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-15	0	Down	0	times0	Collection	Down	1035	times0	Collection	Soccer	Rally	2:	World	Championship	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-12	0	Rev	up	your	engines	and	get	ready	to	experience	soccer	like	never	before!	Smash,	shoot	and	score	your	way	to	victory.	Drive	to	glory	through	20	challenging
tournaments,	featuring	different	balls	fro	Down	541	times0	Collection	Monster	Warlord	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-12	2	Welcome	to	the	wonderful	world	of	Monster	Warlord.	Here,	your	guide	Mika	will	help	you	as	you	embark	on	your	journey	in	this	strange	new	world.	Along	the	way,	you’ll	have	to	complete	quests	as	myster	Down	897	times0	Collection
Drawn	to	Life	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-10	0	Draw	your	own	Hero	to	save	the	world!	The	Raposa	were	once	a	prosperous	race	of	beings,	but	that	was	before	the	Book	of	Life	was	stolen	and	a	shadow-like	evil	covered	the	village	with	darkness.	Now	i	Down	626	times0	Collection	Page	14	Carmageddon	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-10	0	---	Special	offer	-
reduced	for	a	limited	period	only!	---	Carmageddon	is	the	original	freeform	driving	sensation,	where	pedestrians	(and	cows!)	equal	points,	and	your	opponents	are	a	bunch	of	crazie	Down	864	times0	Collection	SoundHound	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-10	0									SoundHound	is	instant	music	search	and	discovery:									?	The	world's	FASTEST	music
recognition:	name	tunes	playing	from	a	speaker	in	as	little	as	four	seconds									?	The	world's	only	viable	singi	Down	2348	times0	Collection	Battle	Islands	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-10	0	*****	Featured	in	Apple’s	'BEST	NEW	GAMES'	and	'WHAT	WE'RE	PLAYING'	*****	It’s	1942,	and	deep	in	the	South	Pacific	your	platoon	of	crack	troops	lands	on	a
tropical	island,	but	can	you	defeat	enemy	Down	522	times0	Collection	Braveland	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-10	0	Braveland	is	a	turn-based	game	inspired	by	old-school	strategies.	You	start	as	a	humble	warrior's	son	whose	village	was	cruelly	raided	by	bandits	and	use	your	wits	and	skill	to	become	a	commander	of	y	Down	353	times0	Collection	Heroes	:
A	Grail	Quest	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-10	0	Heroes	:	A	Grail	Quest	is	a	turn-based	strategy	game	in	a	fantasy	world.	The	player	leads	the	hero	and	his	army	across	the	world	to	find	the	lost	artifact	and	to	save	the	king	and	his	kingdom.	You	wil	Down	256	times0	Collection	Renegade	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-10	0	Welcome	to	the	Outworld!	Your
mission?	Blast	your	opponents	to	death	and	fight	your	way	to	freedom!	Duel	friends	and	foes	in	the	most	intesnse	kill-or-be-killed	experience	this	year.	Renegade	Redempt	Down	576	times0	Collection	Backyard	Monsters:	Unleashed	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-10	0	Is	that	a	monster	in	your	pocket?	The	top-rated,	action	strategy	game	on	Facebook	is	now
available	on	iPhone	and	iPad!	Hatch,	train,	and	lead	a	deadly	monster	army	into	battle.	Team	up	with	your	fri	Down	1643	times0	Collection	Rival	Knights	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-09	0	***A	CLASH	OF	STRENGTH	AND	STEEL***	Feel	the	adrenaline	rush	of	medieval	jousting!	Crush	your	rivals	and	ride	your	way	to	glory	in	the	most	intuitive,	action-
packed	and	visually	stunning	knight	comba	Down	368	times0	Collection	Axl	&	Tuna	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-09	0	"This	has	got	to	be	the	best	"feel	good"	game	of	the	year,	so	far!"	"The	Feel-Good	Game	That	You'll	Keep	Running	Back	To."	-	TouchArcade	"Finally,	a	colourful	endless	runner	that's	got	enough	charm	Down	275	times0	Collection	Pou	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-06-09	0	Think	you	have	what	it	takes	to	adopt	a	POU?	How	will	YOU	customize	your	POU?	Do	you	have	what	it	takes	to	take	care	of	your	very	own	alien	pet?!	Feed	it,	clean	it,	play	with	it	and	watch	it	grow	up	Down	34981	times0	Collection	Icebreaker:	A	Viking	Voyage	for	iPhone	2014-06-07	0	An	icy	wind	has	swept	the	Vikings	away,
leaving	them	stranded	throughout	the	land	and	surrounded	by	trolls,	deadly	traps,	dangerous	enemies,	and	worst	of	all…	troll	snot!	Now	it’s	up	to	you	to	save	Down	419	times0	Collection	Worms3	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-07	0	The	follow	up	to	the	award-winning,	best-selling	Worms	2:	Armageddon	is	here!	Worms™	3	has	been	designed	and	developed
exclusively	for	iOS.	DEAL	yourself	the	advantage	with	a	new,	game-changing	Down	2970	times0	Collection	Battleheart	Legacy	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-05	0	The	spirit	of	Battleheart	returns,	re-imagined!	In	Battleheart	Legacy,	you	will	explore	a	rich	and	detailed	fantasy	world,	customize	your	unique	hero	with	dozens	of	powerful	skills	and	items,	do
battl	Down	2221	times0	Collection	Modern	Command	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-05	0	Build	a	world-class	global	protective	force	and	eliminate	the	terrorist	threat	in	Modern	Command!	This	app	offers	in-app	purchases.	You	may	restrict	in-app	purchasing	using	your	device	settings.	B	Down	365	times0	Collection	Adventure	To	Fate	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-
06-05	0	-	33%	off	New	Release	Sale	-	Adventure	To	Fate	:	A	Quest	To	The	Core	-	is	an	JRPG	style	game	with	a	medieval	fantasy	setting.	-	The	Story	Behind	A	Quest	To	The	Core	-	Strange	tidings	have	come	t	Down	292	times0	Collection	iON	Bond	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-06-04	0	iON	Bond	is	a	puzzle	game	about	bonding	and	colliding	subatomic	particles.
Form	bonds	to	create	forces	between	particles,	and	collide	them	together	inside	a	simulated	vacuum	to	and	create	beautiful	Down	299	times0	Collection	Smash	the	Office	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-30	0	In	Smash	the	Office	you	play	as	Steve	Snaps,	Slavetech's	hero	programmer,	pulling	an	all-nighter.	A	badly	timed	blue	screen	after	a	long	day	triggers
an	explosive	office	rage!	★	Stress	relieving	cre	Down	769	times0	Collection	Terraria	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-29	6	Terraria	is	a	Universal	App	--	play	on	iPhone	or	iPad!	Buy	now	and	receive	free	updates	with	new	content	and	features!	-	200+	CRAFTING	RECIPES	-	weapons,	armor,	potions,	and	more!	-	25+	BLOCK	TYPES	Down	160889	times0
Collection	The	Oregon	Trail:	American	Settler	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-29	0	The	Oregon	Trail:	American	Settler	is	a	fun	and	addictive	game	stocked	with	heaps	of	engaging	features	to	keep	you	entertained	for	hours	and	hours!	Build	the	largest	and	greatest	town	the	Wild	West	ha	Down	2350	times0	Collection	Delivery	Outlaw	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-
24	0	Crashing	your	race-car	into	the	courthouse	was	bad…	But	community	service	as	delivery	boy	to	a	crime	boss?	KIND	OF	AWESOME.	So	hop	behind	the	wheel	and	put	the	pedal	to	the	metal	as	JACK	GUNNIT,	d	Down	293	times0	Collection	Page	15	SOULCALIBUR	Unbreakable	Soul	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-24	0	SOULCALIBUR	is	Back,	All-New
and	Free	to	Play!	The	pinnacle	of	weapon-based	fighting	games	is	reborn!Draw	your	sword	and	take	to	the	arena	of	SOULCALIBUR's	high-fidelity	3D	world--all	with	the	touch	Down	1014	times0	Collection	BADLAND	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-22	0	BADLAND	is	an	award-winning	atmospheric	sidescrolling	action	adventure	platformer	located	in	a
gorgeous	forest	full	of	various	inhabitants,	trees	and	flowers.	Although	the	forest	looks	like	it’s	from	Down	20262	times0	Collection	FIFA	14	unlocked	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-22	7	REAL	PLAYERS.	REAL	TEAMS.	REAL	LEAGUES.	Welcome	to	the	most	authentic	football	game	on	the	App	Store.	Feel	the	excitement	of	every	pass,	shot,	and	tackle	with
new	touch	controls.	Plus,	live	every	mome	Down	33033	times1	Collection	Dark	Frontier	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-22	0	Protect	the	Tavern	against	the	hordes!	Hire	your	heroes,	prepare	your	weapons	and	use	all	your	power	to	defeat	the	incoming	enemies.	Defeat	three	waves	of	enemies	on	each	of	the	90	Levels.	Combat	ag	Down	351	times0	Collection
Tilt	to	Live	2:	Redonkulous	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-22	0	Return	to	a	world	of	fast-paced,	tilt-only	arcade	action!	You’ll	flee	a	relentless	onslaught	of	dastardly	dots,	desperately	darting	between	single-use	weapon	orbs.	Each	orb	provides	a	unique	burst	of	Down	628	times0	Collection	Dark	Slash	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-21	0	Featured	in	US	Store!	The
most	epic	action	game	for	you.	(	Notice!	It's	a	very	challenging	game!	)	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	-	We	check	every	reviews	very	carefully,	and	thanks	for	all	criticisms,	advises	and	Down	355	times0	Collection	Injustice:	Gods	Among	Us	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-20	2	Build	an	epic	roster	of	DC	heroes	and	villains	and	get	ready	for	battle	in	the	INJUSTICE:	GODS	AMONG
US	mobile	game	from	NetherRealm	Studios.	INJUSTICE:	GODS	AMONG	US	is	a	free	to	play	collectible	car	Down	10485	times0	Collection	Whac	A	Mole	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-19	0	Your	favorite	classic	arcade	game	now	available	for	your	iPhone,	iPod	Touch	or	iPad!	The	classic	match-up	of	mallet	vs.	mole	is	taken	out	of	the	arcades	and	dropped	into
a	bright,	colorful	3D	world	wi	Down	215	times0	Collection	Roll:	Boulder	Smash!	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-19	0	Boulders	yearn	to	smash!	And	this	one's	been	locked	away	for	too	long.	Dish	out	destruction	on	the	Aliens,	Vikings,	Cowboys	and	Zombie	King.	Show	those	sassy	yetis	who's	boss!	Send	those	fancy-pant	Down	242	times0	Collection	Assassin's
Creed	Pirates	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-19	0	Become	one	of	the	most	feared	pirates	of	the	Caribbean	in	this	exclusive	Assassin's	Creed	adventure	on	smartphones	and	tablets!	Play	as	Alonzo	Batilla,	a	young	and	ambitious	captain,	a	pirate	eager	t	Down	2060	times0	Collection	Hatchi	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-17	1	Hatchi	is	a	retro-looking	iPhone	app
sure	to	get	the	nostalgia	burning	for	all	those	who	cared	for	a	virtual	pet	back	in	the	1990s	when	they	were	at	the	height	of	their	popularity.	Just	as	with	the	ke	Down	5012	times0	Collection	Block	Fortress:	War	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-17	0	Welcome	to	the	Blockverse:	an	alternate	and	blocky	dimension,	home	to	a	diverse	collection	of	alien
civilizations.	These	creatures	have	been	waging	war	for	eons,	and	now	you	can	take	control	of	an	arm	Down	870	times0	Collection	Bird	Zapper!	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-17	0	Pesky	birds	have	hijacked	the	power	lines!	Help	Skippy	the	Squirrel	by	zapping	the	birds	when	they	are	lined	up,	down	or	all	around,	just	by	swiping	them	with	your	finger!	The
more	birds’	zapped,	the	Down	935	times0	Collection	Shazam	Encore	for	iPhone	2014-05-17	0	Lightning	fast	tagging.	Now	discover,	explore	and	share	more	music,	TV	shows	and	brands	you	love	in	as	little	as	one	second.	With	unlimited	tagging	use	Shazam	Encore™	as	much	as	you	want,	and	Down	5681	times0	Collection	Dream	Tim	for	iPhone	2014-
05-17	0	As	Tim	falls	deeper	into	his	dream	it's	your	job	to	help	him	rescue	the	love	of	his	life.	Use	swipe	gestures	to	destroy	upcoming	obstacles	and	kill	all	the	enemies	that	try	to	stop	you	from	fulfilling	Down	346	times0	Collection	Hero	Siege	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-17	0	The	kingdom	of	Tarethiel	has	been	taken	over	by	creatures	of	hell.	Your
mission	is	to	cleanse	the	kingdom	and	free	the	citizen	from	the	agonizing	wrath	of	the	demon	child	called	Damien.	Grab	your	axe,	Down	1813	times0	Collection	InstaWeather	Pro	for	iPhone	2014-05-17	0	Escaping	for	the	weekend	and	your	friends	are	staying	home?	Make	them	suffer	with	a	beach	photo	and	weather	conditions	from	Hawaii	or	Malibu.
Photo	from	a	morning	session	of	seaside	jogging?	Make	yo	Down	1525	times0	Collection	Globlins	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-14	0	NOTE:	Globlins	requires	an	iPad	2	/	iPhone	4	/	iPod	Touch	5th	Gen	or	above.	Alien	globs	are	brainwashing	your	friends.	It’s	time	to	burst	their	bubbles!	Save	the	world	from	the	inside	out	in	GLOBLIN	Down	314	times0
Collection	Alex:	Mayan	Mysteries	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-14	0	Alex,	the	grandson	of	Richard	is	an	adventurer	and	treasure	hunter.	He	goes	to	the	ancient	Mayan	City	–	Tikal,	to	find	the	lost	golden	masks	of	the	kings.	When	he	gets	there,	it	turns	out	that	the	Down	275	times0	Collection	iSniper	3D	Arctic	Warfare	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-14	0	NOW
FREE	for	a	LIMITED	TIME!	The	legend	lives!	Everyone’s	favorite	sniper	series	returns	with	an	action-packed	arctic	adventure!	►	►	►	►	►	You	are	Glous	Miller,	the	l	Down	4331	times0	Collection	Page	16	Block	Fortress	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-14	3	Block	Fortress	gives	you	the	freedom	to	create	a	stronghold	in	almost	any	way	you	can	imagine,	and
then	puts	you	in	the	middle	of	the	action	trying	to	defend	it	from	the	relentless	attacks	of	the	mena	Down	6246	times0	Collection	Call	of	Mini:	Zombies	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-14	1	a	strange	virus	has	taken	hold	in	a	small	town;	one	after	another,	the	town's	people	have	succumbed,	losing	the	appetite	for	food	and	gaining	one	for	BRAINS.	a	few	brave
men	hold	out	against	all	hop	Down	8397	times0	Collection	Doodle	God	for	iPhone	2014-05-14	0	The	power	of	creation	is	in	your	hands!	In	this	addictive,	ALL	ages,	puzzle	game	mix	and	match	different	combinations	of	fire,	earth,	wind	and	air	to	create	an	entire	universe!	Of	course	the	univers	Down	1443	times0	Collection	Doctor	Life	for	iPhone/iPad
2014-05-12	0	Don’t	be	fooled	by	the	cuteness!	Doctor	Life	is	a	challenging	simulation	and	speed	game	where	you	take	on	the	role	of	a	Doctor!	Set	in	a	charming	little	city	with	wacky	patients,	you	must	grow	your	Down	402	times0	Collection	WreckMan:	Rise	of	a	hero	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-12	0	10	reasons	why	you	will	be	absolutely	blown	away	by
WreckMan:	Rise	of	a	Hero!!!	1)	This	game	has	a	huge	wrecking	ball,	that	you	will	ride	as	the	hero,	destroying	a	ton	of	stuff	along	your	way!	2)	Down	269	times0	Collection	CLARC	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-12	0	CLARC	combines	complex	spatial	puzzles	with	arcade	style	action	elements.	As	the	story	unfolds,	the	nerdy	janitor	robot	Clarc	will	encounter
partying	robots,	attractive	nuclear	missiles	and	intoxicat	Down	302	times0	Collection	Be	A	Legend	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-12	0	THE	SOCCER	REVOLUTION	HAS	COME:	BE	A	LEGEND	2,	A	NEW	ADVENTURE	TO	BECOME	A	WORLD	CHAMPION.	Would	you	like	to	be	a	professional	soccer	player	and	become	the	European	and	World	champion?
Now	you	can	en	Down	392	times0	Collection	Gunship	X	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-12	0	Take	control	of	an	AC-130	Gunship	to	defend	humanity	from	invading	hordes.	Push	back	the	intruders	and	give	the	humans	a	chance	to	be	airlifted	to	safety.	For	the	people	on	the	ground	you	are	all	th	Down	314	times0	Collection	Lumena	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-12
0	Lumena	is	a	no-nonsense	rhythm	game	with	an	original	electronic	soundtrack	from	Modbom.	Playing	Lumena	is	EASY.	Fling	the	colored	disc	toward	a	matching	colored	light.	Succeeding	at	Lumena	is...	NOT	Down	316	times0	Collection	Last	Inua	-	An	Arctic	Adventure	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-12	0	*IMPORTANT*	LAST	INUA	supports	the	iPad	3,
iPad	Mini	and	iPhone	4S	or	newer	(iPod	touch	&	older	devices	are	not	supported).	Restart	your	device	after	installing	LAST	INUA.	LAST	INUA	is	an	award	winni	Down	280	times0	Collection	Warhammer	40,000:	Carnage	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-12	0	Warhammer	40,000:	Carnage	is	a	kick-ass	action	game	built	for	anyone	who	gets	extreme	satisfaction
from	destroying	hordes	of	Orks.	FEATURES	---------	TWO	PLAYABLE	SPACE	MARINE	CHARACTERS	AVAILABLE	Down	422	times0	Collection	World	of	Tanks	Blitz	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-10	0	World	of	Tanks	goes	mobile!	World	of	Tanks	Blitz	is	a	free-to-play	mobile	MMO	action	game	developed	by	Wargaming,	the	award-winning	online	game
developer	and	publisher	of	World	of	Tanks,	the	smash	PC	Down	2918	times0	Collection	Godzilla:	Strike	Zone	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-10	0	Join	a	squadron	of	military	heroes	on	a	dangerous	mission	to	face	the	ultimate	force	of	nature:	GODZILLA.	Experience	the	breathtaking	high-altitude	sky	jump	from	the	movie	as	you	air-drop	into	a	devas	Down	312
times0	Collection	Aliens	Drive	Me	Crazy	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-10	0	The	few	Alien	Spaceships	have	crept	into	earth's	orbit	with	no	warning.	The	loss	of	global	satellite	communications	puts	the	world	in	danger.	Survivors	must	fight	using	guerrilla	tactics...	Take	co	Down	711	times0	Collection	Doug	dug.	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-10	0	Doug	is	a	Dwarf.
Doug	loves	digging.	Well,	actually	he	doesn't:	what	he	likes	is	to	find	buried	treasure.	Anyway,	one	day	Doug	decided	to	gather	as	much	treasure	from	as	deep	under	the	earth	as	he	cou	Down	349	times0	Collection	7	Bridges	Master	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-10	0	The	rules	are	simple.	The	game	isn't.	You're	visiting	towns	full	of	rivers.	The	rivers	form
islands	with	bridges	connecting	them.	To	beat	the	game	just	cross	every	bridge	once	and	only	once.	Each	t	Down	279	times0	Collection	2-bit	Cowboy	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-08	0	2-bit	Cowboy	is	a	Western	action	platformer	game,	styled	after	classics	of	the	Gameboy	era.	'I've	got	confidence	that	2-bit	Cowboy	will	deliver	that	faux-retro	platforming
experience	I	love	so	much'	Down	307	times0	Collection	Tyrant	Unleashed	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-08	0	Lead	your	Faction	to	Victory!	Build	your	deck,	upgrade	your	cards	and	battle	thousands	of	players	online!	Conquer	Acheron	in	this	this	FREE	STRATEGY	GAME!	Tyrant	Unleashed	is	a	compelling	combinati	Down	299	times0	Collection	dEXTRIS	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-05-08	0	Like	hard	games?	Dodge	spikes	at	super	speed	using	a	cool	new	"magnetic"	control	scheme.	Scrape	along	the	sides,	hover	through	the	middle,	or	squeeze	by	at	the	last	millisecond	by	splitting	in	two!	d	Down	383	times0	Collection	Page	17	Mutants:	Genetic	Gladiators	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-08	0	BECOME	THE	ULTIMATE
PSY	CAPTAIN!	As	a	newly	recruited	Psy	Captain,	use	your	unique	Psychic	Skills	to	control	and	lead	a	selection	of	genetic	gladiators,	train	and	cross	breed	them	to	unlock	new	attac	Down	2368	times0	Collection	Where's	My	Perry?	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-08	6	Join	Agent	P	in	the	next	addicting	physics-based	puzzler	from	the	creators	of	Where’s	My
Water?	Help	Agent	P	get	to	headquarters	for	mission	briefing	by	guiding	water	or	steam	to	power	his	secret	t	Down	3533	times0	Collection	Operation	CrossCounter	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-08	0									★	Update	Event!									With	the	OCC	1.0.2	update,									Here	is	a	new	event	for	you!									Simply	play	the	game	during	the	event	period	to	get	awesome
rewards~!																	Event	1.									All	users	will	be	awarded	a	rand	Down	758	times0	Collection	Doodle	Jump	SpongeBob	SquarePants	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-08	0	Jump	into	the	most	hilariously	addictive	game	ever	with	all-new	Doodle	Jump	SpongeBob	SquarePants!	The	diabolical	Plankton	and	his	jailhouse	crew	have	stolen	the	Krabby	Patty	Secret
Formula!	With	Doo	Down	815	times0	Collection	Endless	Racer	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-08	0	Race	different	vehicles	through	endless	courses	while	dodging	other	vehicles	and	collecting	cash.	Features:	-	8	vehicles	to	use,	from	bikes	to	boats.	-	4	levels	with	randomly	placed	obstacles	and	v	Down	403	times0	Collection	Breakbeat	Alley	for	iPhone/iPad
2014-05-08	0	Breakbeat	Alley	a	music-driven	reimagination	of	the	brick	breaker	genre	for	touchscreen	devices	where	your	fingertips	are	the	paddles.	Turn	out	the	lights,	put	on	your	favorite	pair	of	headphones	and	Down	235	times0	Collection	Down	566	times0	Collection	Agent	RX	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-07	0	*STORY	You	are	Agent	RX.	One	of	the
best	agent	from	ISEN.	Unfortunately	ISEN’s	secret	military	base,a	floating	fortress	called	ARIES	has	been	compromised	by	unknown	assailants.	Only	with	stealth	inf	Down	271	times0	Collection	Eternal	Descent:	Heavy	Metal	Heroes	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-07	0	Eternal	Descent's	Heavy	Metal	Heroes	brings	the	cult	fantasy	comic	to	life	on	all	your
iOS	devices,	so	get	ready	to	carve	a	path	through	the	endless	hordes	and	fight	your	way	to	the	gates	of	Hell!	Po	Down	332	times0	Collection	UNO	for	iPhone	2014-05-04	0									Play	the	classic	card	game	that's	#1	for	fun	with	friends	and	family.	In	single	or	multiplayer,	playing	UNO™	has	never	been	so	fun	and	easy,	thanks	to	a	brand	new	gameplay
system!	Simply	Down	2451	times0	Collection	Tower	Defense	HD	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-04	1	In	search	of	resources	that	are	no	longer	provided	on	Earth,	you	followed	a	probe	released	by	humans	years	ago	in	hopes	of	discovering	an	alternative	planet.	Take	command	of	towers	with	special	weapon	Down	2016	times0	Collection	Sonic	&	All-Stars
Racing	Transformed	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-04	0	It’s	Not	Just	Racing…	it’s	Racing	Transformed!	Race	as	Sonic	and	a	host	of	legendary	All-Stars	and	prepare	to	transform!	Speed	across	land,	sea	and	air	in	a	high	velocity	battle	to	the	finish	line	Down	1931	times0	Collection	OPlayer	for	iPhone	2014-05-04	2	OPlayer	is	used	to	boost	your	iPhone/iPod's
media	abilities,	you	can	also	use	it	to	streaming	audio	and	video	over	the	internet.	★	OPlayer	HD	-	Customized	for	iPad	is	ready	for	sale	in	app	store.	Down	3549	times0	Collection	Inotia	4	PLUS:	Assassin	of	Berkel	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-04	0	Which	side	will	you	choose	when	two	epic	forces	rise	again?	The	Inotia	saga	has	been	brought	to	the	next
level!	《Inotia	4	PLUS》	The	App	Store's	number	1	RPG	chronicles	of	the	Inotian	continent	h	Down	3861	times0	Collection	GolfStar	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-04	0	Couldn't	make	it	out	to	The	Masters	2013?	Practice	your	swing	with	Golf	Star	instead!	The	most	realistic	golf	game	of	all	time,	right	in	your	hands!	Introducing	GolfStar™,	the	greatest	golf
Down	960	times0	Collection	FINAL	FANTASY	IV:	THE	AFTER	YEARS	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-04	0	FINAL	FANTASY	IV:	THE	AFTER	YEARS	is	available	on	iPhone,	iPad,	and	iPod	touch!	With	a	full	3-D	remake,	FINAL	FANTASY	IV:	THE	AFTER	YEARS	can	now	be	played	as	never	before.	Take	part	in	the	epic	sequ	Down	1008	times0	Collection
Dungeon	Keeper	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-04	0	“EA	has	a	massive	hit	on	its	hands…	devilishly	funny	and	addictive.”	–	Inside	Mobile	Apps	“I’m	a	big	fan	of	tower-defense-style	games,	real-time	strategy	games,	and	the	classic	Dungeon	Keeper.	Down	572	times0	Collection	Draw	Something	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-04	1	Play	the	AD-FREE	version	of	Draw
Something,	the	most	popular	social	drawing	and	guessing	game	in	the	App	Store!	Experience	for	yourself	the	laugh-out-loud	game	your	friends	are	raving	about!	Plus	unlo	Down	2559	times0	Collection	Clear	for	iPhone	2014-05-04	0	Clear	is	designed	with	simplicity	and	flexibility	in	mind	and	works	great	with	any	list	you	throw	at	it!	Try	it	with	a:	•
Personal	todo	list	•	Shopping	list	•	Quick	notes	list	fo	Down	1200	times0	Collection	Call	of	Mini:	Sniper	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-04	0	A	mysterious	corporation	has	been	testing	weapons	in	the	mountains,	and	those	new	bioweapons	had	an	unexpected	side	effect:	zombies!	You	are	Rod,	the	sheriff	of	Muerte	Vista	and	the	only	thing	standin	Down	714
times0	Collection	Page	18	Call	of	Mini:	Double	Shot	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-04	4	*NOW	WITH	ONLINE	DEATHMATCH	AND	CO-OP	MODES!*	the	OUTBREAK	has	moved	ONLINE	with	even	more	MULTIPLAYER	MODES!	GRAB	GUNS	FOR	TWO	and	start	PUMPING	LEAD!	DOUBLE	SHOT	is	now	fully	multiplayer!	Go	head	Down	2698	times0
Collection	Bug	Heroes	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-05-04	0	Every	day	while	you're	gone,	an	epic	battle	of	swords,	guns,	and	armor	rages	on	your	counters,	on	your	floors,	and	in	your	yard...	Enter	the	world	of	the	Bug	Heroes!	From	the	creators	of	Block	Fortre	Down	928	times0	Collection	Tower	Defense	for	iPhone	2014-04-25	0	In	search	of	resources	that
are	no	longer	provided	on	Earth,	you	followed	a	probe	released	by	humans	years	ago	in	hopes	of	discovering	an	alternative	planet.	Take	command	of	towers	with	special	weapon	Down	1160	times0	Collection	Batman:	Arkham	Origins	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-25	1	Prove	your	worth	as	Gotham’s	Dark	Knight	when	you	face-off	against	a	slew	of	ruthless
assassins	and	their	thugs	in	Batman	Arkham	Origins!	Currently	not	compatible	with	iPod	touch	4th	Gen,	but	suppor	Down	3987	times0	Collection	Toodledo	-	To	Do	List	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-25	0	Toodledo	is	a	powerful	task	and	note	manager,	for	the	iPhone	and	iPad.	It	will	organize	your	to-do	list	and	notes,	and	make	you	more	productive.	You	can
use	Toodledo	as	a	standalone	application,	or	yo	Down	925	times0	Collection	Shadow	Blade	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-25	0	Kuro	is	a	young	man	on	his	quest	to	become	the	Shadow	Blade.	He	must	seek	the	teachings	of	the	last	remaining	ninja	master.	Reviews:	Pocket	Gamer	-	Gold	Award	9/10	Touch	Arcade	-	4/5	'A	great	ac	Down	861	times0	Collection
Pages	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-25	2	Pages	is	the	most	beautiful	word	processor	you’ve	ever	seen	on	a	mobile	device.	This	powerful	app	has	been	exclusively	designed	for	the	iPad,	iPhone,	and	iPod	touch.	Create,	edit,	and	view	documents	Down	3998	times0	Collection	Sonic	Dash	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-22	4	Play	as	Sonic	the	Hedgehog	as	you	dash,
jump	and	spin	your	way	across	stunning	3D	environments.	Swipe	your	way	over	and	under	challenging	obstacles	in	this	fast	and	frenzied	endless	running	game	for	i	Down	7724	times0	Collection	AVPlayer	for	iPhone	2014-04-17	2	Do	you	enjoy	watching	videos	on	your	iPhone?	Do	you	hate	not	being	able	to	because	your	iPhone	cannot	support	the
video	format?	Or	do	you	hate	the	inconvenient	and	time-consuming	hassle	of	trying	to	c	Down	9629	times0	Collection	SpongeBob	Diner	Dash	Deluxe	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-17	0	PlayFirst	and	Nickelodeon	team	up	to	bring	you	the	dish-flipping	fun	of	Diner	Dash	with	a	super	awesome	SpongeBob	twist!	Soak	up	5-star	feeding	fun	with	SpongeBob!	Mr.
Krabs	is	expanding	his	Krabby	Down	1796	times0	Collection	SketchBook	Mobile	for	iPhone	2014-04-17	0	Autodesk	SketchBook®	Mobile	is	a	professional-grade	paint	and	drawing	application	designed	for	the	iPhone	and	iPod	Touch.	SketchBook®	Mobile	offers	a	full	set	of	sketching	tools	and	delivers	Down	2037	times0	Collection	Toy	Defense:	Relaxed
Mode	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-17	0	ATTENTION!	Toy	Defense:	Relaxed	Mode	is	not	a	new	game.	It's	a	new	version	of	the	app	Toy	Defense	and	only	brings	a	new	game	mode	called	Relaxed.	Toy	Defense:	Relaxed	Mode	is	especially	designed	for	Down	605	times0	Collection	Toy	Defense	for	iPhone	2014-04-17	1	Winter	Holidays	are	coming	up	and	we’ve
got	a	special	present	for	you	–	the	new	world	"Christmas	Defense"!	Santa	needs	your	help	to	save	Christmas!	Find	his	missing	reindeer	and	help	deliver	present	Down	2292	times0	Collection	GT	Racing	2:	The	Real	Car	Experience	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-15	0	GT	Racing	2:	The	Real	Car	Experience	is	a	true-to-life	automotive	journey	featuring	the	most
prestigious	cars	in	the	world!	The	best-selling	franchise	is	back	and	it’s	designed	to	offer	an	unprecede	Down	3430	times0	Collection	Fieldrunners	2	for	iPhone	2014-04-14	3	The	biggest	sequel	in	tower	defense	history	is	finally	here:	Fieldrunners	2	has	arrived!	From	Subatomic	Studios,	creators	of	the	award	winning	classic	strategy	game,	comes	an
all	new	adventure	that	wa	Down	15581	times0	Collection	Battle	Supremacy	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-12	0	Launched	as	EDITOR'S	CHOICE	on	the	AppStore!	Unleash	the	full	power	of	your	iOS	device	in	Battle	Supremacy,	a	WWII	tank	game	with	thrilling	gameplay	and	showoff-worthy	visuals.	Explore	a	fully-inte	Down	2456	times0	Collection	Joe	Danger
Infinity	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-12	0	JOE	DANGER’S	HUGE	ADVENTURE	IN	A	MICRO	WORLD!	The	World’s	Most	Determined	Motorbike	Stuntman	has	been	shrunk	down	into	a	tiny	world	with	hundreds	of	new	levels!	Defy	death	with	dozens	of	new	vehic	Down	2248	times0	Collection	SoundHound	∞	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-12	0	SoundHound
recognizes	music	playing	around	you.	Tap	the	SoundHound	button	to	instantly	identify	songs	and	see	lyrics,	share,	buy	or	explore	more	from	artists	you	know	and	love	or	have	just	discovered.	Down	2890	times0	Collection	Feed	Me	Oil	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-12	0	Channel	oil	into	the	gaping	jaws	of	surreal	living	worlds	in	Feed	Me	Oil	2,	the	sequel
to	the	groundbreaking	and	genre-defining	Feed	Me	Oil.	This	app	offers	in-app	purchases.	You	may	disable	in-app	Down	702	times0	Collection	Lep's	World	2	Plus	for	iPhone	2014-04-12	0	nerByte	presents	the	long-awaited	successor	of	Lep's	World	with	more	Levels,	more	Items,	more	enemies,	better	game	physics,	awesome	graphics	and	beautiful	new
sound	effects.	Thanks	for	all	your	feedba	Down	493	times0	Collection	Page	19	Lep's	World	Plus	for	iPhone	2014-04-09	0	Lep	the	Leprechaun	has	lost	his	gold!	Help	him	to	jump	and	run	through	the	beautiful	worlds	of	Lep's	World	to	find	his	gold.	Be	careful!	There	are	many	angry	monsters.	They	want	to	stop	Lep	in	each	wo	Down	548	times0



Collection	Toy	Defense	2	for	iPhone	2014-04-07	0	Toy	Defense	2	is	the	long-awaited	sequel	to	the	multi-million-download	hit	Toy	Defense!	Set	in	WW2,	this	action/strategy	game	is	packed	with	more	levels,	amazing	new	features,	a	big	selection	of	fight	Down	802	times0	Collection	Darklings	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-05	0	**	50%	discount	on	50000	stars
extended	for	one	more	week!	**	Excellence	in	Gameplay	Award	winner,	Crystal	Pixel	4th	game	of	the	year	-	SlideDB	Indie	Prize	Awards	Best	Art	Finalist	-	Casual	Conne	Down	338	times0	Collection	Down	1027	times0	Collection	Diner	Dash	Deluxe	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-05	0	Serve	up	fun	in	this	chart-topping	hit	game!	Help	Flo,	a	spunky
entrepreneur,	grow	her	signature	diner	from	a	greasy	spoon	to	a	five-star	joint.	Delight	eager	customers	by	seating,	serving,	and	cleari	Down	3085	times0	Collection	Angry	Birds	Star	Wars	II	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-04-05	0	The	Force	is	strong	with	this	one.	Get	ready	for	Angry	Birds	Star	Wars	II	–	the	epic	follow-up	to	the	#1	smash	hit	game!	Based	on
the	Star	Wars	movie	prequels,	use	the	Force	for	good	against	the	gree	Down	3027	times0	Collection	Phoenix	HD	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-31	0	Phoenix	HD	is	the	best	looking	shoot'em	up	that	everyone	can	enjoy!	Enjoy	the	marvelous	action	and	rise	to	the	challenge	at	your	own	pace	in	this	action	packed	game.	Phoenix	HD	is	a	modern	arcade	game
Down	1525	times0	Collection	Sky	Gamblers:	Cold	War	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-31	0	With	an	extensive	single	player	campaign	and	a	huge	set	of	multiplayer	modes,	the	non-stop	action	will	keep	you	at	the	edge	of	your	seat!	Become	the	supreme	lord	of	the	skies	in	the	latest	Sky	Gambl	Down	695	times0	Collection	Scribblenauts	Remix	for	iPhone/iPad
2014-03-28	39	CLASSIC	GAMEPLAY	50	levels	to	play!	Includes	40	of	the	most	popular	levels	from	Scribblenauts	and	Super	Scribblenauts	plus	10	original	levels	exclusive	to	Remix.	WORLD	PASS	Purchase	a	World	Pass	an	Down	87897	times0	Collection	Hyperlight	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-25	0	Take	control	of	the	Hyperlight	and	burn	your	enemies
faster-than-light	in	this	innovative,	psychedelic	and	super-fast	retro	arcade	space	shooter!	Take	control	of	the	Hyperlight	in	this	psychedelic	co	Down	412	times0	Collection	Worms	3	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-25	3	8/10	–	“Silver	Award”	–	“An	entertaining	single-player	mode	and	some	excellent	multiplayer	modes	make	Worms	3	a	decent	addition	to	the
long-running	series”,	Pocket	Gamer	The	follow	up	to	the	aw	Down	15638	times0	Collection	Meltdown	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-25	0	Become	the	most	skilled	soldier	and	get	the	best	upgrades.	Choose	your	weapons,	buckle	up	and	start	your	mission.	You	need	to	get	rid	of	all	the	different	robots.	Enemies	have	different	combat	styl	Down	256	times0
Collection	Carcassonne	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-25	0	Famous	boardgame	and	great	iOS	experience,	with	expansions	as	in-app	purchases.	"iPhone	Game	of	the	Year",	iTunes	Rewind	Germany.	"The	single	best	board	game	experience	in	the	App	Store",	gamezebo	Down	2404	times0	Collection	Payback2	Pro	-	The	Battle	Sandbox	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-
25	0	ABOUT	THE	GAME:	Payback²	HD	is	the	long-awaited	sequel	to	the	hit	GTA-style	game	from	the	early	days	of	the	App	Store.	It	concentrates	that	classic	formula	by	offering	exciting	event-based	gamep	Down	798	times0	Collection	Demonrock:	War	of	Ages	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-23	0	Demonrock:	War	of	Ages	is	a	reverse	defense	game	with
beautiful	3D	graphics	and	intuitive	game	play.	Lead	your	hero's	soldiers	to	victory	against	hordes	of	monsters.	Features:	-	40	Levels	across	Down	523	times0	Collection	Urban	Crime	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-23	32	Since	Johnny	Gainesville	left,	two	massive	gangs	have	waged	a	bloody	war	to	replace	him	and	take	control	of	Miami.	In	this	spin-off	of	the
successful	Gangstar:	Miami	Vindication,	it’s	your	duty	to	Down	36137	times0	Collection	Where's	My	Water?	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-23	11	Where’s	My	Water?	is	a	challenging	physics-based	puzzler	complete	with	vibrant	graphics,	intuitive	controls,	and	a	sensational	soundtrack.	To	be	successful,	you	need	to	be	clever	and	keep	an	eye	out	Down
18851	times0	Collection	Sky	Gamblers:	Storm	Raiders	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-21	0	THIS	IS	THE	ULTIMATE	WWII	AIR	COMBAT	GAME!	You’ll	participate	in	visceral	dogfights,	protect	cities	and	fleets,	bomb	enemy	structures	and	even	fly	through	tunnels.	Everything	is	set	up	in	accurately	Down	1807	times1	Collection	Real	Steel	for	iPhone/iPad
2014-03-21	16	A	Smash	Hit	with	over	6	Million	Downloads	across	all	platforms.	New	upgrades	and	updates	now	available	for	your	entertainment.	Based	on	the	Dreamworks	movie,	starring	Hugh	Jackman,	Real	Steel	is	a	Down	14893	times0	Collection	HEAVY	-	sword	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-21	0	Inspired	by	classic	platformers	of	old!	Take	control	of	a
young	hero	by	the	name	of	Pike!	Run,	jump,	dash,	chop,	bomb,	smash	your	way	through	Goblin,	orcs,	ogres,	Robot	knights,	Wizards,	lava,	fall	Down	365	times0	Collection	Page	20	GoodPlayer	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-20	10	No	need	to	convert	the	media	files	before	playing	it,	GoodPlayer	can	play	AVI,	Xvid,	Divx,	DAT,VOB,FLV,WMV
,MKV,MP4,RM,RMVB,HTTP,HTTPS,FTP,RTSP,MMS,SFTP,SMB,MMSH,MMST,RTP,UPnP	and	UDP	etc...	files	a	Down	11074	times0	Collection	Cooking	Dash	Deluxe	for	iPhone	2014-03-19	0	Cooking	Dash	delivers	fast-paced,	addicting	fun	that	is	optimized	for	playing	on-the-go.	Keep	customers	happy	by	prepping	everything	from	burgers	and	fries	to
sushi	and	dumplings.	Tap	and	slide	to	sea	Down	2784	times0	Collection	Glorkian	Warrior:	Trials	Of	Glork	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-19	0	Glorkian	Warrior:	The	Trials	of	Glork	is	a	collaboration	between	Eisner	Award	winning	cartoonist	James	Kochalka	and	indie	game	studio	Pixeljam,	makers	of	the	prehistorically	epic	DINO	RUN!	It's	a	goo	Down	335
times0	Collection	Sortee	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-19	0	Kids	may	hate	to	clean	their	rooms	--	but	in	Sortee,	putting	stuff	where	it	belongs	is	fun!	As	junk	comes	flying	at	you,	you	need	to	sort	it	into	categories.	Sounds	easy,	right?	Well,	what	color	is	an	Down	242	times0	Collection	Fleet	Combat	2	for	iPhone	2014-03-19	0	Fleet	Combat	2:	Shattered
Oceans	is	a	follow-up	to	one	of	the	most	popular	modern	naval	battle	SLG	-	Fleet	Combat.	Like	lightning,	we	can	strike	any	place,	at	anytime!	A	large-scale	war	between	huma	Down	285	times0	Collection	Ridge	Racer	Slipstream	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-19	0	The	ultimate	arcade	racing	franchise	brings	the	console	experience	to	your	iOS	device!
Slipstream	past	your	rivals	and	drift	around	tight	turns	at	over	150	MPH!	A	NEW	BREED	OF	RACING	MACHINE	•	Down	1678	times0	Collection	Cloud	Spin	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-18	0	Take	to	the	skies	for	an	out	of	this	world	fantasy	flying	adventure!	Go	for	the	gold	in	addicting	Tournament	mode,	or	explore	at	your	leisure	in	Free	Flight	mode!	You
play	as	Lucky,	a	fearless	adrena	Down	215	times0	Collection	Amber	Halls	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-18	0	Amber	Halls	is	a	palace	filled	with	ancient	artifacts	and	treasures.	Dangerous	monsters	wander	through	the	halls.	But	with	the	help	of	powerful	items,	you'll	be	able	to	outsmart	them.	However,	carryin	Down	285	times0	Collection	Grand	Theft	Auto:
San	Andreas	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-15	0	***	PLEASE	NOTE:	Grand	Theft	Auto:	San	Andreas	is	only	supported	on	the	following	devices:	iPhone	4s,	iPhone	5,	iPhone	5s,	iPhone	5c,	iPod	Touch	5th	gen,	iPad	2,	3rd	and	4th	gen,	iPad	Air,	iPad	Mini	a	Down	159942	times0	Collection	Call	of	Mini:	Dino	Hunter	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-15	0	Fight	your	way
through	hordes	of	giant	lizards	and	collect	items	to	craft	and	upgrade	various	weapons.	Dinosaurs	emerge	from	the	ancient	forest	after	hiding	for	decades.	As	a	descendant	from	a	great	Down	991	times0	Collection	KAMI	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-13	0	Relaxing	and	easy	to	pick	up,	you'll	soon	find	yourself	deep	in	contemplation	to	perfect	each	puzzle.
Created	by	State	of	Play,	famous	for	their	handcrafted	aesthetic,	KAMI	has	been	created	with	real	Down	383	times0	Collection	Microtrip	for	iPhone	2014-03-13	0	Microtrip	is	a	physics	arcade	game	set	inside	the	body	of	a	strange	creature.	Its	unique	soft-body	physics	and	the	procedural	generated	levels	make	the	game	different	and	challenging	every
time	you	pl	Down	329	times0	Collection	Cool	Clash	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-13	0	This	game	has	been	years	in	the	making.	It	was	planned	from	the	start	specifically	for	touch	screen	gameplay,	offering	a	welcome	change	for	fans	of	fighting	games.	Use	taps,	swipes	and	a	unique	system	Down	272	times0	Collection	Coldfire	Keep	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-
03-13	0	Now	four	friends	must	take	it	upon	themselves	to	become	heroes,	and	venture	into	the	depths	on	a	quest	to	secure	their	town's	future.	Coldfire	Keep	is	a	traditional,	old-school	dungeon	crawler,	lovin	Down	261	times0	Collection	ZENFORMS:	Protectors	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-13	0	ZENFORMS:	Protectors	is	a	2D	monster	training	and	battling
RPG	set	in	a	modern	fantasy	world.	Players	will	assume	the	role	of	a	student	Protector,	whose	appearance	can	be	customized,	that	aspires	to	a	Down	1770	times0	Collection	Down	4251	times0	Collection	Where's	My	Water?	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-10	1	The	sequel	to	the	most	addicting	physics-based	puzzler	from	Disney	has	finally	arrived.	Where’s
My	Water?	2	launches	with	three	brand	new	locations	including	the	Sewer,	the	Soap	Factory,	the	Beach.	B	Down	1476	times0	Collection	EPOCH.2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-10	0	EPOCH	has	trekked	across	a	war-ravaged	country	to	find	the	one	person	he	was	programmed	to	protect:	the	Princess,	Amelia.	Now	he	must	follow	a	final,	desperate	lead	to
reach	her,	with	the	two	warring	Down	693	times0	Collection	Clash	of	Puppets	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-10	0	Help	Charlie	getting	out	of	his	own	nightmares!	Clash	of	Puppets	is	a	full	3D	hack'n'slash	platformer,	featuring	classic	b-movie	style.	Adventure	through	3	worlds	of	frantic	levels.	Use	tons	of	deva	Down	300	times0	Collection	The	Journey	Down:
Chapter	One	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-09	0	The	Journey	Down	is	a	classic	point-and-click	saga	with	an	Afro-Caribbean	vibe.	Get	ready	to	embark	on	an	epic	journey	of	brain-teasing	adventure!	Official	Trailer:	Down	320	times0	Collection	Page	21	Hunger	Games:	Catching	Fire	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-06	0	Challenge	and	outrun	your	Friends	through
Panem	while	collecting	sparks	and	resources	to	empower	your	District.	Unrest	is	afoot	in	the	Districts,	and	you’re	in	the	thick	of	it	in	this	social	endless	Down	1119	times0	Collection	Brandnew	Boy	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-06	0	SYNOPSIS:	Rookie	doesn’t	know	who	he	is,	or	how	he	got	here,	but	one	thing	has	been	made	terribly	clear:	he’ll	have	to
fight	to	stay	alive	if	he	wants	to	find	out.	Brandnew	Boy	is	heart-stopping,	Down	1545	times0	Collection	Out	There	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-04	0	TouchArcade's	Top	5	most	anticipated	mobile	games	of	2014	IndieStatik's	Top	10	most	anticipated	indie	games	of	2014	Leftfield	Collection	Official	Selection	at	Rezzed	Show	2013	Indie	Games	Arcade	Of
Down	338	times0	Collection	Line	Runner	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-03-02	0	Line	Runner	2,	the	long	awaited	sequel	to	the	smash	hit	with	more	than	25	million	players	is	now	available,	packed	with	amazing	new	boost	items,	spectacular	crashes,	beautiful	themes,	cool	characters	Down	804	times0	Collection	Cubed	Snowboarding	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-
28	0	Crash	into	snowmen,	grind	on	railings,	launch	off	halfpipes	and	go	careening	off	of	cliffs	in	this	fun,	fast,	little,	retroish	3d	game!!!	Features:	-Epic	Cliffs	-Sick	Grinds	-Insane	Flips	-Destru	Down	302	times0	Collection	Zombies	Ate	My	Friends	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-28	0	Welcome	to	Festerville,	population	4,206	(mostly	zombies).	We	hope	you
enjoy	your	visit:	explore	the	town,	take	in	the	sights	and	sounds	(mostly	groaning),	dine	on	whatever	you	can	find,	and	get	to	kn	Down	787	times0	Collection	R-TYPE	II	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-28	0	A	CLASSIC	OLD-SCHOOL	GAME	R-Type	II	is	a	horizontal	scrolling	shooter	arcade	game	developed	and	published	by	Irem	in	1989.	This	classic	old-school
game	is	the	sequel	to	R-Type	and	the	story	takes	pl	Down	364	times0	Collection	LIMBO	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-28	2	Uncertain	of	his	sister's	fate,	a	boy	enters	LIMBO.	Requires	at	least	iPad	2,	iPhone	4S	or	iPod	touch	(5th	gen)	-	or	newer.	Down	48830	times0	Collection	Oquonie	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-26	0	Oquonie	is	a	iOS	puzzle	game	for	iPad	and
iPhone	created	in	collaboration	with	illustrator	Rekka	Bellum	where	you	must	find	your	way	across	an	intertwined	megastructure.	You	will	not	be	alone,	your	in	Down	349	times0	Collection	Tengami	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-26	0	Tengami	is	an	atmospheric	adventure	game	set	inside	a	Japanese	pop-up	book.	Fold	and	slide	the	beautifully	crafted	paper
world	to	solve	puzzles	and	discover	secrets.	Award	Nominations:	SXSW,	IndieCade	Down	502	times0	Collection	Primal	Flame	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-26	0	It’s	dark	and	you’re	alone	amidst	the	sounds	of	the	forest.	Strike	up	a	flame	to	light	your	way	in	this	alluring	and	dangerous	world.	Encounter	malevolent	flowers,	falling	leaves	and	dark	rain	as
Down	269	times0	Collection	TowerMadness	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-26	0	The	aliens	are	back,	and	this	time	they’re	on	a	mission	to	turn	your	beloved	sheep	into	sweaters	for	their	emperor!	The	sequel	to	the	hit	tower	strategy	adventure	TowerMadness	is	finally	here.	Protec	Down	348	times0	Collection	The	Descent	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-26	0	The
ancient	legends	are	true.	No	one	will	believe	them	until	they	have	the	misfortune	of	coming	face	to	face	with	them,	however.	To	forget	the	past	and	live	a	normal	life	or	follow	the	unknown,	the	c	Down	304	times0	Collection	THE	KING	OF	FIGHTERS	'97	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-26	0	Become	the	new	challenger	in	the	all-time	classic	THE	KING	OF
FIGHTERS	'97	on	iPhone	and	iPad!	Revisit	this	fighting	gem,	by	playing	one	of	its	legendary	(and	sometimes	hidden)	teams,	and	behold	the	Down	2353	times0	Collection	Sky	Gamblers:	Rise	Of	Glory	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-26	0	EXPERIENCE	3D	AERIAL	COMBAT	AT	ITS	BEST!	Earn	your	wings	as	a	World	War	I	Flying	Ace	in	Sky	Gamblers:	Rise	of
Glory!	Immerse	yourself	in	WWI	combat	and	the	dawn	of	aerial	warfare	as	you	pilot	revolu	Down	1151	times0	Collection	Pixel	Twist	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-26	1	Pixel	Twist	is	mind-boggling	retro	fun	with	awesome	pixel	art!	Touch	the	screen	to	twist	and	turn	the	pixels	until	the	pixel	art	reveals	itself.	・	Intuitive	Gameplay	Pixel	Twist's	gameplay
Down	350	times0	Collection	METAL	SLUG	3	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-26	1									The	legendary	NEOGEO	2D	action	shooting	masterpiece	“METAL	SLUG	3”	heads	out	to	iPhone	devices!	Use	various	weapons	and	slugs	to	fight	your	way	through	and	survive	on	the	battlefield!!	Down	20472	times0	Collection	IMPOSSIBLE	ROAD	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-
26	1	Guide	THE	VESSEL	down	the	roller	coaster-like	track	at	speed,	scoring	for	each	gate	you	make	it	through.	Navigate	hair-pin	bends,	jumps,	banked	curves	and	adverse	camber	in	the	quest	for	the	perfect	l	Down	5802	times0	Collection	Crazy	Bill:	At	the	zombie	stars	hotel	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-26	0	Crazy	Bill	mixes	crude	humor,	stars	and	tons
of	zombies	in	a	wild	action	story	with	a	retro	style	and	innovative	gameplay	that	you	can	not	stop	playing.	Only	the	world's	biggest	zombie	stars	can	stay	Down	358	times0	Collection	GPlayer	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-23	1	You	wish	you	could	play	any	video	file	on	your	iPhone/iPad,	no	matter	its	format?	that's	why	we	made	GPlayer.	@ZDNET:	GPlayer
fills	the	iOS	void	left	by	VLC!	*	Follow	our	Twitter	@GinkgoTech	to	get	Down	1654	times0	Collection	Page	22	Little	Bit	Evil	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-23	0	Traditional	Defense	and	top	quality	graphics!	Build	and	upgrade	towers,	use	special	landmarks,	practise	magic	and	perfect	your	tactics	to	defend	the	Lands	of	Evil	from	the	invaders.	Multi-hour
gamep	Down	302	times0	Collection	Ultima	Forever:	Quest	for	the	Avatar	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-23	0	WELCOME	BACK,	AVATAR!	The	definitive	RPG	series	is	back	and	better	than	ever	on	mobile.	Join	in	epic	adventures	with	hundreds	of	fellow	players	now!	**This	is	a	highly	detailed	game	of	superior	quali	Down	512	times0	Collection	Galaxy	Run	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-02-23	0	Suit	up	to	join	a	crazy	adventure	to	help	get	Rez	home	from	the	deep	and	dark	mysteries	of	Space	on	his	one	way	trip	to	adventure	and	fun.	Rez	while	getting	back	to	Earth	in	his	space	craft	gets	trap	Down	351	times0	Collection	Minute	Commander	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-23	0	Minute	Commander	is	a	futuristic	turn-based
3d	naval	battle	game	in	which	you	can	play	against	1-3	of	your	friends	or	against	computer	players.	The	game	is	played	with	SINGLE	device	and	one	turn	lasts	Down	432	times0	Collection	World	of	Gibbets	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-23	0	World	of	Gibbets'	invites	you	to	a	gruesome	place	where	people	are	just	moments	away	from..uhm..becoming	angels.
They	hang	on	gibbets!	Take	your	bow	and	arrows,	shoot	the	rope	and	become	a	hero!	Unf	Down	303	times0	Collection	Lara	Croft:	Reflections	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-23	0	PLAY	AS	LARA	CROFT	IN	AN	EPIC	CARD	BATTLE	ADVENTURE!	Adventure	through	mysterious	lost	worlds,	collect	valuable	artifacts,	battle	enemies	and	other	game	players,	and
combine	new	weapons	to	increase	y	Down	1579	times0	Collection	I,	Gladiator	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-23	0	The	Action	is	exhilirating	in	the	game	that	is	rank	#1	in	24	countries.	Based	on	epic	Gladiator	movies	and	games	of	the	past,	I,Gladiator	brings	exciting	and	fast-paced	gameplay	to	mobile.	Rufus	is	a	Down	338	times0	Collection	Lost	Toys	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-02-20	0	Lost	Toys	is	a	mentally	engaging	3D	puzzle	game	of	profound	beauty,	depth	and	challenge.	Toys	are	lost,	broken,	or	forgotten.	Fixing	them	promises	to	right	this	hauntingly	gorgeous	chamber	and	restore	Down	297	times0	Collection	R.TYPE	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-20	0	R-TYPE,	THE	CLASSIC	ARCADE	SHOOTER,	RETURNS
AS	A	UNIVERSAL	APP!	Revisit	the	80's	(mesh	half-shirts	and	Keds	optional)	with	this	classic,	old-school	shoot	'em	up!	One	of	the	decade’s	most	popular	ar	Down	422	times0	Collection	Transport	Tycoon	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-20	0	Build	the	ultimate	transport	empire!	Take	control	of	your	own	fledgling	transport	company,	and	use	your	engineering
skill	and	business	acumen	to	keep	cargo	and	passengers	moving	-	and	keep	the	money	Down	935	times0	Collection	Wedding	Dash	Deluxe	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-20	0	Plan	ultimate	dream	weddings	for	picky	brides	and	grooms!	Help	Quinn	launch	her	fledgling	wedding	planning	business,	starting	with	simple	backyard	weddings	and	advancing	to
elegant	ballroom	receptions	Down	3852	times0	Collection	Overkill	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-19	1	Over	30	realistic	3D	guns	are	waiting	for	you	in	this	shooter,	ready	to	be	upgraded	and	used	in	intensive	battles.	Modify	your	weapon	the	way	you	feel	it	should	be	and	take	it	to	the	action!	Overkill	Down	1428	times0	Collection	Fightback	for	iPhone/iPad
2014-02-19	0	Thugs	have	kidnapped	your	sister	but	they’ve	picked	on	the	wrong	guy.	It’s	time	to	Fightback!	From	the	award-winning	developer	Ninja	Theory	comes	a	new	standard	in	mobile	fighters.	Pummel	your	way	t	Down	2858	times0	Collection	Can	Knockdown	3	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-19	0	Challenge	your	aim,	hone	your	precision,	and	push
your	puzzle-solving	skills	to	the	next	level	in	this	insanely	addictive	game.	This	installment	takes	the	critically	acclaimed	Can	Knockdown	series	to	Down	1172	times0	Collection	Dead	Effect	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-19	0	ESS	Meridian	System:	Wednesday	September	7,	2045…	178	hours	of	hibernation.	Delta	3	Chamber,	Active…	Tissue	and	vital
functions	Check.	Error!	Disruption	Detected…	Critical	Health	Detected.	3…	Down	629	times0	Collection	XCOM:	Enemy	Unknown	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-18	1	The	award-winning	PC	and	console	game	of	the	year	comes	to	Mobile!	Threatened	by	an	unknown	enemy,	Earth’s	governments	unite	to	form	an	elite	paramilitary	organization,	known	as
XCOM.	As	the	command	Down	3498	times0	Collection	Sine	Mora	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-18	0	Sine	Mora	is	a	horizontal	shoot'em	up	that	provides	a	unique	take	on	challenge,	where	time	is	the	ultimate	factor.	Mixing	classic	shooter	sensibilities	with	contemporary	presentation,	Sine	Mora	is	a	g	Down	575	times0	Collection	Reckless	Racing	2	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-02-18	0	Strap	down	and	prepare	for	the	ride	of	your	life...	Reckless	Racing	is	back	with	more!	Including	a	selection	of	20	highly	detailed	cars,	ranging	from	small	dirt	buggies	to	fast	supercars,	and	28	rout	Down	3632	times0	Collection	Thor:	The	Dark	World	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-18	0	Become	Thor,	the	mighty	God	of	Thunder,	in
this	official	action-adventure	game!	Malekith,	the	lord	of	the	Dark	Elves	and	ancient	enemy	of	Asgard,	leads	an	invasion	to	destroy	the	Nine	Worlds!	Thor	Down	1977	times0	Collection	Stampede	Run	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-15	0	*	Awarded	App	Store	Best	of	2013	for	Great	Multiplayer	*	Voted	App	Store	EDITORS'	CHOICE	*	ENTERTAINMENT
WEEKLY	Summer	Must	List	*	"The	most	addictive	phone	game	ever!"	-CBS	Detroit	Dash	through	t	Down	864	times0	Collection	Page	23	Triple	Town	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-15	0	Triple	Town	is	an	original	puzzle	game	in	which	you	try	to	grow	the	greatest	possible	city.	The	larger	the	city	you	build,	the	more	points	you	score.	You	build	your	city	by
matching	three	or	more	game	Down	309	times0	Collection	Heroes	of	Order	&	Chaos	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-15	3	Team	up	and	fight	with	your	friends	in	the	App	Store's	first	Multiplayer	Online	Battle	Arena	(MOBA)!	Gather	your	teammates,	strengthen	your	Heroes	and	wipe	out	the	enemy	base	in	thrilling,	addictive	a	Down	1800	times1	Collection
Momento	(Diary/Journal)	for	iPhone	2014-02-15	0	IT'S	CYBER	MONDAY!	To	celebrate	Momento	is	on	sale	for	a	limited	time.	✭	App	Store	Rewind	2011	iPhone	App	of	the	Year	Runner-Up	in	the	UK,	Ireland	and	Japan	✭	Momento	is	a	unique	diary	Down	988	times0	Collection	Max	Steel	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-15	0	MAX	STEEL’S	ULTIMATE
CHALLENGE!	The	epic	entertainment	series	comes	to	your	iOS	device	and	goes	TURBO!	Max	Steel:	Rise	of	Elementor	puts	you	in	control	of	the	ultimate	Turbo	team-up.	This	extraord	Down	2225	times0	Collection	Tekken	Card	Tournament	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-15	0	TEKKEN	goes	free-to-play	for	the	first	time	ever	with	TEKKEN	CARD
TOURNAMENT.	Now	players	can	take	TEKKEN	with	them	everywhere	and	launch	into	card	battles	with	skill-matched	players	from	around	the	w	Down	2793	times0	Collection	CraftedBattle	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-15	0	CraftedBattle	lets	you	create	maps	and	play	deathmatches	on	them.	The	block	based	map	system	makes	it	easy	and	fast.	Features:
*Create	and	edit	your	maps	right	on	your	device.	*easy	map-creation	*	Down	748	times0	Collection	Dead	on	Arrival	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-15	0	Tear	through	wave	after	wave	of	the	walking	dead	as	you	fight	for	your	life	in	an	industrial	playground	filled	with	deadly	traps	and	deadlier	enemies.	An	intense	top	down	survival	shooter,	bringing	co
Down	379	times0	Collection	NBA	2K13	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-15	7	Enter	the	New	Dynasty	with	NBA	2K13,	the	latest	installment	of	the	top-rated	NBA	video	game	simulation	franchise	12	years	running.	Built	on	the	critically	acclaimed	NBA	2K	engine,	NBA	2K13	for	iOS	fea	Down	26831	times1	Collection	The	Shadow	Sun	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-15
0	The	groundbreaking	Western	RPG	iOS	gamers	have	been	waiting	for!	Created	by	the	developer	of	Neverwinter	Nights	2:	Mysteries	of	Westgate	and	the	former	BioWare	producer	of	Baldur's	Gate	2:	Throne	of	B	Down	380	times0	Collection	Bardbarian	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-13	0	Gameplay	is	a	unique	hybrid	of:	arcade,	rpg,	strategy/tower	defense
and	a	shoot-em-up.	You	play	as	Brad,	who	is	tired	of	being	a	barbarian	and	always	wanted	to	make	music,	so	one	day,	when	his	town	i	Down	370	times0	Collection	Touchgrind	Skate	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-13	0	Skate	like	a	pro	in	the	most	realistic	multi-touch	skateboarding	game	ever!	Just	like	in	real	skateboarding	or	fingerboarding,	Touchgrind
Skate	2	is	a	game	of	skill	that	takes	10	minutes	to	understan	Down	15106	times0	Collection	Monster	Crew	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-13	0	Monster	Crew	is	an	endless	platformer	with	exciting,	one-touch	combat.	Smash	everything	in	sight	as	you	build	a	deck	of	powerful	bonus	cards	to	upgrade	your	character	and	solve	mysteries.	You	play	Fr	Down	506
times0	Collection	Tiny	Farm	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-13	0	FEATURES	-	Ben,	the	talking	sheep,	guides	you	as	you	build	your	farm.	-	Lively	animals:	they	'bah'	and	'moo'	as	they	roam	around!	-	Love	Points:	make	your	critters	happy	to	breed	the	best	animals.	Down	992	times0	Collection	Stickman	Downhill	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-13	0	Experience	ultra
realistic	and	fast	paced	action	packed	downhill	biking	in	stunning	environments.	Choose	from	more	than	15	different	bikes,	including	full	suspension	bikes,	retro	bikes	or	even	electro	Down	1314	times0	Collection	AgingBooth	for	iPhone	2014-02-13	6	What	will	you	look	like	when	you’re	old?	And	what	about	your	friends?	Find	out	with	AgingBooth,	an
easy	to	use	and	amazing	face	aging	machine	on	your	iPhone,	iPod	Touch	&	iPad.	AgingBooth	is	a	funny	Down	5956	times1	Collection	AntiSquad	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-13	0	What	happens	every	time	you	find	yourself	facing	criminality,	outlaws	and	troublemakers?	Shout?	Run?	Weep?	Call	the	police	maybe?	No!	You	keep	a	low	profile	hoping	to	stay
invisible	to	the	threat.	Down	198	times0	Collection	Flight	Unlimited	Las	Vegas	for	iPhone	2014-02-11	0	Over	130	sq	miles	of	the	city	of	Las	Vegas	are	modeled	in	incredible	detail.	This	level	of	detail	hasn't	been	seen	in	any	flight	simulator	on	any	platform.	The	famous	Las	Vegas	strip	includes	over	5	Down	1841	times0	Collection	The	Cave	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-02-11	0	Note:	The	Cave	requires	an	iPhone	4S/iPod	Touch	5/iPad	2/iPad	Mini	or	above.	Descend	into	the	mysterious	depths	of	The	Cave	in	this	adventure	game	from	Monkey	Island	creator	Ron	Gilbert	and	Double	F	Down	538	times0	Collection	Rocket	Robo	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-10	0	In	the	middle	of	space	stands	a	solitary
lighthouse.	A	beacon	of	light	for	travellers	lost.	Inhabited	by	a	little	robot	and	his	friend,	an	elderly	tinker	who	built	him.	They	would	often	play	games	for	Down	326	times0	Collection	FINAL	FANTASY	V	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-10	0	Twenty	years	after	the	original	FINAL	FANTASY	V	released	in	Japan,	the	classic	RPG	has	found	its	way	to	mobile
devices!	Embark	on	an	epic	adventure	as	four	heroes	driven	together	by	fate:	Bartz	and	h	Down	1875	times0	Collection	Page	24	Escape	From	Paradise	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-10	0	While	logic	states	that	Heaven	is	THE	place	to	be,	Devi	is	desperately	looking	for	a	way	out!	On	a	boiling	hot	picnic	day	-	as	Devi	is	bouncing	around,	he	notices	a	glowing
butterfly	wing-flapping	it	Down	368	times0	Collection	Drift	Mania:	Street	Outlaws	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-10	0	Drift	Mania:	Street	Outlaws	takes	the	heat	to	the	streets	allowing	players	to	battle	and	compete	in	underground	drift	events	based	on	various	world	locations.	From	Japan	where	it	all	began,	to	the	S	Down	1526	times0	Collection	Cover
Orange	2:	Journey	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-10	0	Revisit	Cover	Orange	in	this	completely	new	and	juicy	sequel	made	by	the	original	team.	The	acid	rain	cloud	is	after	your	oranges	again!	-	120	Levels	and	more	to	come	Enjoy	120	clever	levels	with	a	Down	649	times0	Collection	Minecraft	Seeds	Pro	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-06	11	This	is	the	one	and	only
ultimate	app	for	you	to	get	the	seeds	you	always	searched	for!	From	beautiful	landscapes	with	incredibly	large	waterfalls	to	secret	caves	and	hidden	dungeons!	This	app	will	co	Down	6221	times0	Collection	Dawn	of	the	Plow	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-04	0	You	are	the	new	plow	on	the	block,	and	today	is	your	day.	How	many	cars	can	you	shepherd	home
before	achieving	grounds	for	termination?	An	arcade	snowplowing	game	by	Dan	FitzGerald	(Trichotomy)	Fea	Down	244	times0	Collection	Draw	Slasher	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-02-04	0	FROM	PSVITA	TO	iOS	-	ENJOY	CONSOLE	QUALITY	ON	YOUR	SCREEN!	Meet	Hanzo.	He’s	a	ninja.	While	he	was	training	‘out	there’	the	Pirate	Monkey	Zombies™	-
stupid,	ugly,	smelly,	rotten	and	disgustin	Down	338	times0	Collection	THE	KING	OF	FIGHTERS	i	2012	for	iPhone	2014-01-31	0	32	playable	characters!!	Fight	against	the	strongest	players	from	all	over	via	Wi-Fi	Network!!	6	different	game	modes	available	in	SINGLE	MODE	to	enjoy	the	game	for	hours	and	hours	even	alone!	Simple	Down	5924	times0
Collection	Pixel	Defenders	Puzzle	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-28	0	◊	Pixel	Defenders	Puzzle	is	an	innovative	puzzle	game	with	strategic	combat	elements.	Match	pixels	to	create	Defenders	and	protect	princesses,	kings	&	queens	from	waves	of	fiendish	enemies	in	th	Down	697	times0	Collection	World	Of	Aircraft	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-28	0	Tired	of	the
"Who's	missile	is	faster?"	type	of	air	combat	game?	Want	something	new?	Try	World	of	Aircraft	today!	-----IMPROVED	AIR	COMBAT----	-No	unbalanced	weapons,	no	redundant	radar	system,	no	Down	783	times0	Collection	King's	League:	Odyssey	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-28	0	GAME	FEATURES	----------------------------------------	-	Unique	take	on
strategy/management	gameplay.	-	46	unique	classes	to	collect	with	2	advancement	tiers.	-	Lay	siege	to	cities	while	defending	Down	1327	times0	Collection	HighFlyer	DeathDefyer	(i4)	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-27	0	High	Flyer	Death	Defyer	is	an	exciting	action	packed	adventure	through	the	skies	of	Machine	City.	Get	ready	for	the	free	flight	of	your	life.
Strap	on	your	jetpack	and	jump!	Follow	the	story	of	Arreon	Down	726	times0	Collection	Doodle	Kingdom	for	iPhone	2014-01-27	0	It's	time	to	get	MEDIEVAL!	From	the	creators	of	the	award	winning	puzzle	games	Doodle	God	&	Doodle	Devil,	comes	a	new	fantasy	brain-teaser	where	you	can	create	your	own	Kingdom	with	Castles,	Knights,	Down	405
times0	Collection	Tree	Wars	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-27	0	Simple	to	learn	but	hard	to	master.	Tree	Wars	is	the	addictive	squirrel-strategy	game	that	will	leave	you	out	of	breath.	Captain	your	heroic	squirrel	troops	to	battle	but	beware	of	the	beaver	brutes	–	Down	373	times0	Collection	In	Fear	I	Trust	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-27	0	PLEASE	NOTE:Not
compatible	with	iPad	mini,	iPhone	4	and	iPod	touch	devices.	For	the	most	terrifying	In	Fear	I	Trust	experience	iPhone	4S	and	newer	devices	are	recommended.	“One	of	the	creepiest	iOS	Down	320	times0	Collection	Real	Football	2012	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-26	0	Real	Football	is	back	for	the	new	season,	bringing	football	on	mobile	to	a	new	era!	Join
the	community	of	fans	as	you	create	and	share	content	with	the	Custom	Kit	Editor.	And	experience	the	ultimate	f	Down	3632	times0	Collection	ESPGALUDA	II	for	iPhone	2014-01-26	0	ESPGALUDA	II	will	only	run	on	iPhone	3GS	and	3rd	Generation	iPod	touch	and	up	(iOS	4.1	and	up)	and	iOS4.2	for	iPad.	Other	devices	are	incompatible.	※Since	this
application	uses	a	significant	amount	Down	619	times0	Collection	Punch	Hero	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-26	0	FEATURES	ADRENALINE	PUMPING	BOXING	ACTION!	Deliver	swift	jabs,	hooks,	uppercuts	and	serve	brutal	knockout	punches	as	you	fight	your	opponent.	CUSTOMIZE	YOUR	CHARACTER!	Give	yourself	a	gnarly	beard	Down	3658	times0
Collection	NBA	2K14	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-26	3	NBA	2K14	is	the	latest	installment	of	the	world's	biggest	and	best	NBA	video	game	franchise.	With	more	than	38	Sports	Game	of	the	Year	and	"Best	Of"	mentions	last	year	on	console,	2K14	is	set	to	rule	Down	48171	times0	Collection	Sherlock:	The	Network	for	iPhone	2014-01-22	0	Sherlock	Holmes
has	a	message	for	you.	He	wants	you	to	help	him	solve	his	latest	case.	Using	your	mobile	phone,	you	must	navigate	the	streets	of	London	discovering	clues,	solving	puzzles	and	piecing	t	Down	671	times0	Collection	Warhammer	Quest	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-22	0	Lead	your	group	of	brave	adventurers	through	the	perilous	dungeons	of	the	Warhammer
World	in	the	search	for	wealth	and	glory!	Based	on	the	classic	tabletop	game,	Warhammer	Quest	is	an	addictive	mix	Down	679	times0	Collection	Page	25	Magic	Hour	for	iPhone	2014-01-22	0	Magic	Hour	is	an	app	that	can	transform	your	ordinary	photos	to	extraordinary	ones.	It	will	give	you	a	fun	experience	you've	never	had.	Featured	as	a	"New	and
Noteworthy",	"What's	Hot",	"Staff	Fav	Down	5607	times0	Collection	Star	Trek	Trexels	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-20	0	***	Take	command	of	YOUR	very	own	starship!	***	The	USS	Valiant	has	been	destroyed	by	an	unknown	attacker,	and	Starfleet	has	chosen	YOU	to	continue	its	mission	deep	within	a	mysterious	area	of	space	Down	370	times0	Collection
Dumb	Ways	to	Die	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-20	0	You've	seen	the	video	-	now	the	lives	of	those	adorably	dumb	characters	are	in	your	hands!	Download	the	FREE	game	now	to	protect	private	parts	from	piranhas,	wipe	up	vomit,	feed	rattlesnakes,	and	mos	Down	2042	times0	Collection	Warlords	RTS	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-20	0	Warlords	RTS	is	a	real-
time	strategy	game	set	in	the	fantasy	world	Aldfarne.	Upgrade	your	army,	boost	your	Warlord	with	magic	items	and	lead	your	troops	to	victory!	Enjoy	hours	of	gameplay	and	dare	to	Down	238	times0	Collection	ESPGALUDA	II	Smartphone	Version	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-20	0									###☆IMPORTANT☆###:	For	those	about	to	purchase	this
application,	please	read	the	below	before	purchasing.																	ESPGALUDA	II	will	only	run	on	iPhone	3GS	and	3rd	Generation	iPod	touch	and	up	(iOS	4	Down	686	times0	Collection	ESPGALUDA	II　Arcade	Version	for	iPhone	2014-01-20	1									ESPGALUDA	II	will	only	run	on	iPhone	3GS	and	3rd	Generation	iPod	touch	and	up	(iOS	4.1	and	up)	and
iOS4.2	for	iPad.	Other	devices	are	incompatible.									※Since	this	application	uses	a	significant	amo	Down	847	times0	Collection	Across	Age	2	for	iPhone	2014-01-18	0	**	Sequel	to	the	critically	acclaimed	J-Action-RPG	**	Ales	and	Ceska	return	for	their	biggest	journey	yet!	++	CAPSULE	COMPUTERS	gives	9.5/10:	'Across	Age	2	is	an	awesome	RPG
experience	that	any	fa	Down	327	times0	Collection	Deus	Ex:	The	Fall	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-18	1	**	Please	be	aware,	the	Deus	Ex:	The	Fall	play	experience	is	currently	restricted	on	jail	broken	devices.	Do	not	purchase	if	you	have	voided	your	warranty	and	have	Jail	broken	your	device.	NOTE:	Deus	Down	4042	times0	Collection	Tower	Bloxx	Deluxe
3D	for	iPhone	2014-01-18	2	Reach	the	skies	in	a	wacky	skyscraper	construction	game	that	tests	your	reflexes	and	puzzle	skills!	Play	against	your	friends,	connect	to	Facebook,	post	scores,	and	more!	Immerse	yourself	in	a	full	3D	Down	4448	times0	Collection	Cling	Thing	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-18	0	No	one	knows	where	exactly	these	colorful,
squidgy,	grinning	orbs	came	from.	All	we	know	is	this:	they’re	very	clingy!	Tap	to	stretch	their	gooey	tendrils	to	nearby	walls	and	objects	and	use	multi-to	Down	529	times0	Collection	Joe	Danger	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-18	2	JOE	DANGER’S	BIGGEST	ADVENTURE	YET!	The	multi-award	winning	smash	hit	comes	to	your	iOS	device	in	an	entirely	new
game!	Wear	the	cape	of	the	World’s	Most	Determined	Stuntman,	and	take	your	trusty	Down	1842	times0	Collection	World	Of	Tank	War	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-17	0	You're	going	to	set	foot	into	a	world	full	of	epic	tank	battle	from	World	War	II.	Your	arsenal	includes	16	armored	tanks	from	America,	Germany,	and	the	Soviet	Union,	carefully	detailed
with	historica	Down	648	times0	Collection	SOULCALIBUR	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-17	3	The	latest	entry	in	the	SOULCALIBUR	series,	"SOULCALIBUR	V"	(PlayStation3/Xbox	360)	Now	on	sale!!	"SOULCALIBUR"	series	is	available	on	theiOS.	Enjoythe	memorable	characters	and	non-stop	action	SOULCA	Down	10107	times0	Collection	Duke	Nukem:
Manhattan	Project	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-16	0	Duke	Nukem	takes	his	Mighty	Boot	to	the	Big	Apple.	Using	G.L.O.P.P.	(Gluon	Liquid	Omega-Phased	Plasma),	the	maniacal	Mech	Morphix	has	transformed	the	creatures	of	New	York	City	into	an	army	of	bloodth	Down	780	times0	Collection	Abducted	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-16	0	Abducted	is	a	new
episodic	adventure	horror	game	from	Sunside	Inc.	for	the	iPhone	and	iPad.	Abducted	by	aliens	and	taken	thousands	of	light	years	from	home,	you	have	one	ultimate	goal:	Escape.	But	you	Down	343	times0	Collection	Age	of	Thrones	for	iPhone	2014-01-15	0	Age	of	Thrones	is	a	medieval-fantasy	TD	game	like	no	other	by	Nexrage	(indie	team).	Fight
against	waves	of	orcs,	dragons,	trolls,	undead	and	more	dark	creatures	to	defeat	the	Dark	Lord	of	Thrones	an	Down	364	times0	Collection	Peggle	for	iPhone	2014-01-15	0	Shoot	to	clear	all	the	orange	pegs	from	55	sparkling	levels	in	what	msnbc.com	calls	one	of	the	"top	5	most	addictive	games	of	all	time."	Become	a	Peggle	Master	and	pit	your	skills
against	over	40	Gran	Down	844	times0	Collection	ZENONIA	5	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-15	2	Long	ago,	a	great	war	was	fought	to	restore	peace	and	harmony	to	mankind.	But	as	the	years	passed,	greed	and	selfishness	corrupted	the	hearts	of	man.	The	elite	rich	began	to	exploit	the	poor	and	great	Down	2270	times0	Collection	Worm	Run	for
iPhone/iPad	2014-01-15	0	You	are	Zeke	Tallahassee,	hapless	space	janitor	in	the	wrong	place	at	the	wrong	time.	Swipe	on	your	touchscreen	to	move	Zeke	through	an	ever-changing	labyrinth	all	while	being	pursued	by	a	blood-thirs	Down	553	times0	Collection	Castle	Doombad	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-14	0	Dr.	Lord	Evilstein	has	kidnapped	a	princess,
and	now	his	evil	lair	is	crawling	with	do-gooders.	In	this	reverse	spin	on	tower	defense	it’s	your	job	to	defend	your	home	turf	from	heroes	trying	to	save	Down	504	times0	Collection	Page	26	FIST	OF	AWESOME	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-14	0	Have	you	ever	wanted	to	punch	a	bear	IN	THE	MOUTH?	When	Tim	Burr's	family	disappeared	and	his	house
spontaneously	burst	into	flames	he	thought	his	day	was	as	about	bad	as	it	could	get.	That's	when	hi	Down	408	times0	Collection	Instapaper	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-14	0	Save	web	pages	for	later	offline	reading,	optimized	for	readability	on	your	iPhone	or	iPod	touch's	screen.	Featured	by	Apple	and	critically	acclaimed	by	top	blogs,	newspapers,	and
magazines!	Great	fo	Down	1117	times0	Collection	Down	501	times0	Collection	Mushihimesama	BUG	PANIC	for	iPhone	2014-01-14	0	###	GAME	FEATURES	###	●	THREE	BUG	SMASHING	GAME	MODES	Adventure	-	Enjoy	an	original	comic-book	story	set	after	the	events	of	Mushihimesama	Futari	Score	Trials	-	Includes	two	intense	BUG	PANIC
scor	Down	515	times0	Collection	Dodonpachi	Resurrection	for	iPhone	2014-01-13	0									##☆IMPORTANT☆##:Please	read	the	below	before	purchasing.									This	game	will	only	run	on	iPhone	3GS,	iPod	touch	3rd	Gen	(iOS	4.1	and	up)	and	later	devices,	as	well	as	iPad	(iOS4.2	and	up).	Other	dev	Down	1139	times0	Collection	DoDonPachi	Blissful
Death	for	iPhone	2014-01-13	0	≪	Game	Overview	≫	The	famous	DoDonPachi	Blissful	Death	(DoDonPachi	Dai	Ou	Jou)	is	now	back	for	the	first	time	in	10	years!	The	legendary	shooters	is	now	available	for	all	on	iOS.	This	po	Down	925	times0	Collection	DODONPACHI	MAXIMUM	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-13	0	【Please	read	the	following	before
downloading	this	application.】	●Compatibility:	iPhone4,	iPhone4S,	iPhone5	/	iPad2	Wi-Fi,	iPad2	Wi-Fi+3G,	iPad（3rd	generation）	Wi-Fi,	iPad（3rd	generation）	Wi-	Down	547	times0	Collection	Pocket	Heroes	for	iPhone	2014-01-12	0	*This	amazing	new	update	is	finally	available!*	Quest	with	your	friends	in	Pocket	Heroes,	the	first	cooperative
multiplayer-only	RPG	built	exclusively	for	iPhone!	Featuring	hand-crafted	dungeons,	intu	Down	558	times0	Collection	Bug	Princess	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-12	0	≪	Game	Overview	≫	Introducing	the	sequel	to	the	highly-rated	title	"Bug	Princess"!	Bringing	"Bug	Princess	2"	straight	from	the	arcade!	Guide	one	of	the	two	playable	characters,	Reco
Down	1018	times0	Collection	DEATHSMILES	for	iPhone	2014-01-12	0									This	game	will	only	run	on	iPhone4,	iPhone	3GS,	iPod	touch	3rd	Generation	and	up	(Late	2009,	End	2009	32	GB	and	64	GB),	and	iPad	devices.									※iPhone3G,	1st	Gen	iPod	touch,	2nd	Gen	iPod	touch	(Late	Down	2416	times0	Collection	Bug	Princess	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-
12	0									-	This	game	is	compatible	for	iPhone	3GS	&	up,	iPod	touch	3rd	Generation	&	up	(iOS4.1&	later),	and	iPad	devices	(iOS	4.2	&	later).									-	Since	this	application	uses	a	significant	amount	of	memory,	it	Down	730	times0	Collection	DoDonPachi	Resurrection	HD	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-12	0	Sequel	to	legendary	Danmaku	shooting	game
"DoDonPachi	Blissful	Death(DAI-OU-JOU)"!	The	Legendary	shooter,	"DoDonPachi	Resurrection"	now	for	iPhone	in	HD!	Get	whipped	by	the	SM	Scoring	System,	built	Down	1275	times0	Collection	Football	Manager	Handheld	2014	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-10	0	Football	Manager	Handheld	2014	is	the	best-selling	and	most	realistic	football	management
game	available	for	mobile	and	tablet	devices.	The	game	allows	you	to	live	out	the	ultimate	dream	of	managing	y	Down	4657	times0	Collection	STREET	FIGHTER	IV	for	iPhone	2014-01-10	2	Playing	Is	Believing!	Street	Fighter	4	delivers	the	first	true	fighting	game	on	iPhone.	This	uncompromising	fighter	features	all	the	visceral	thrills,	fantastic
graphics	and	brilliant	gameplay	that	a	Down	7364	times0	Collection	CHRONO	TRIGGER	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-10	0	CHRONO	TRIGGER	has	arrived	for	the	iPhone	and	iPod	touch!	Requirements:	Compatible	with	iPhone	3GS,	iPhone	4,	iPhone	4S,	iPod	touch	(3rd	generation)	and	iPod	touch	(4th	generation).	Requires	iOS	4.0	Down	4833	times0
Collection	Running	Fred	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-10	0	Fred	is	back	with	a	new	host	of	painful	antics,	awesome	acrobatic/desperate	moves,	special	items	and	uber-cool	locations.	Take	control	of	our	hapless	hero	as	he	pursues	his	quest	to	remain	among	the	Down	2099	times0	Collection	Call	of	Mini	Zombies	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-10	0	another
ZOMBIE	OUTBREAK	in	the	sequel	to	the	worldwide	smash-hit	Call	of	Mini™	Zombies.	Secondary	weapons	and	a	combo	system	have	been	introduced	to	the	game.	Fight	off	hordes	of	zombies	and	ta	Down	6972	times0	Collection	Contract	Killer	2	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-09	4	You	are	the	Contract	Killer.	Took	down	the	Cartels,	silenced	the	Mafia,
gutted	the	Yakuza.	Now	the	game	has	gone	international	with	bigger	hits	and	higher	stakes.	Customize	your	weapons	and	nail	long-	Down	4301	times0	Collection	MyPhoto	Pro	-	Smart	Photo	Manager	for	iPhone	2014-01-09	0	★MyPhoto	HD	for	iPad	is	now	finally	on	store!	Search	“MyPhoto”	on	app	store	and	DOWNLOAD	now!	Limited	time
DISCOUNT!	$3.99	->	$1.99	★	★	Top	1	in	11	countries’	app	store	worldwide!	Thank	you	fo	Down	1996	times0	Collection	Steam	Punks	for	iPhone/iPad	2014-01-09	0	Steam	Punks	is	a	action	platformer	RPG	inspired	by	classics	SNES	games	like	Mega	man	X.	Elite	Enforcer	Dunns	Calhan	is	on	his	mission	to	take	down	the	Bowler	Gang	and	get	back
Professor	Clout's	stole	Down	299	times0	Collection	

25/07/2022	·	Asphalt	9	App	3.6.3a	Update.	2022-07-25.	Bring	the	Heat	Update.	New	Location:	Greenland.	Drift	on	ice-covered	roads	and	dodge	exploding	geysers!	Drive	Syndicate	Undercover	Ops.	Infiltrate	the	syndicate	with	two	new	security	cars	in	a	brand-new	game	mode.	New	Cars	and	New	Seasons.	Unlock	the	Bugatti	Centodieci	and	McLaren
765LT	in	the	Bring	the	...	09/01/2022	·	Asphalt	6:	Adrenaline	APK+Cache.	by.	Gameloft.	Topics.	Asphalt	6:	Adrenaline,	APK,	Cache,	Mobile.	Version	1.3.3.	OS	version:	Android	2.2+.	Dear	Archive.org,	this	is	not	in	the	playstore	no	more,	im	not	saying	it's	great	to	do	this,	but	people	need	a	…	Se	você	curte	corridas	e	gráficos	em	3D,	precisa	conhecer	o
Asphalt	6:	Adrenaline	HD	para	Android:	sem	dúvida,	um	dos	melhores	games	de	corrida	…	19/11/2016	·	Asphalt	6:	Adrenaline	é	um	jogo	de	Asphalt	5,	um	dos	jogos	de	corrida	mais	populares	para	Android.	Excelentes	gráficos,	velocidade	e	uma	garagem	cheia	de	carros	e	motos	para	escolher	são	os	protagonistas	de	Asphalt	6:	Adrenaline.	Você	pode
competir	em	55	testes	diferentes	com	sua	Ferrari	ou	a	sua	Ducati,	personalizándolos	a	seu	gosto.	Popularity	63%	63%.	Download.	Description	Help	Complaint.	Asphalt	6	Adrenaline	HD	-	you	have	a	unique	opportunity	to	feel	the	adrenaline	ocean.	In	this	exciting	race	you	are	given	a	choice	of	42	different	vehicles,	among	them	are	such	as	…	Asphalt	8
Android	6.2.3b	APK	Download	and	Install.	Racing	multiplayer	online	game.	...	Downloading	Asphalt	8	Car	Racing	Game_v6.2.3b_apkpure.com.apk	(176.6	MB)	How	to	install	XAPK	/	APK	file.	This	release	comes	in	several	variants,	See	available	APKs.	If	the	download	doesn't	start,	click	here.	07/01/2014	·	Aspahlt	6:	Adrenaline	HD	offers	us	55	different
tests,	in	a	huge	amount	of	sceneries	and	with	a	really	big	number	of	cars	and	motorbike	to	our	disposal.	You	will	be	able	to	choose	the	best	car	for	each	of	the	races	in	which	you	have	to	run;	get	the	best	vehicles	and	win	all	the	races	that	the	game	offers	you.	18/04/2022	·	Get	Asphalt	8	-	Car	Racing	Game	old	version	APK	for	Android.	Download	What's
new.	The	latest	update	is	rolling	fast,	along	with	some	changes	inspired	by	our	community:	·	Play	Menu,	Updated:	...	Asphalt	8	6.2.3b	(62318)	Update	on:	2022-04	…	Asphalt	6	Adrenaline	HD	Racing	Game	For	Android	(developed	by	Gameloft).Download	Apk+Data	File	From	The	Direct	Link	Given	Below	(Google	Drive)	Including	Inst...	Asphalt	8
Android	6.2.0e	APK	Download	and	Install.	Racing	multiplayer	online	game.	Drive	cars	and	motorcycles.	EN	English	Português	Español	...	Downloading	Asphalt	8	Car	Racing	Game_v6.2.0e_APKPure.com.apk	(177.3	MB)	How	to	install	XAPK	/	APK	file.	This	release	comes	in	several	variants,	See	available	APKs.	If	the	download	doesn't	...
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